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Abstract
Cortical states, deﬁned as the dynamics of cortical neural activity on the
timescale of seconds or more, vary during diﬀerent behavioural states. Orig-
inally associated mainly with the sleep-wake cycle, it is now recognised that
cortical states present subtle changes during waking that reﬂect the cog-
nitive and behavioural demands an individual is pursuing. Therefore, it
has been suggested that attention leads to a desynchronised cortical state,
characterised by the absence of low frequency oscillations, which is thought
to improve the information processing of the object of interest and thereby
improve performance in attention demanding tasks. To maximise the bene-
ﬁcial eﬀects of desynchronisation, it has been proposed that this state should
occur locally, as this may spot-light the attended feature.
I investigated this hypothesis by asking whether attending to a speciﬁc
sensory modality leads to local desynchronisation of the sensory cortex of
the modality being used. I trained mice to perform visual and auditory
decision making tasks, and assessed cortical state through spectral analysis
of wideﬁeld calcium signals. Genetically encoded calcium indicators were
expressed in cortical excitatory neurons, and their activity was imaged si-
multaneously across cortex while the animals were performing the diﬀerent
tasks.
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Cortical states correlated with task engagement rather than with task
performance, and this eﬀect was global. Unexpectedly, the biggest desyn-
chronisation was seen in somatosensory cortex in all tasks, and there was a
long lasting eﬀect of reward. These eﬀects could not be explained by move-
ment or pupil diameter, a commonly used measure of arousal. Furthermore,
desynchronisation correlated with reaction time.
Thus, variations in cortical state closely relate to changes in task engage-
ment, demands and outcome. This suggests that desynchronization is not
a causal eﬀect of attention that improves performance, but instead may be
a cognitive state related to preparing rapid and coordinated responses to
sensory stimuli.
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Finally, insights into cortical states and their role in sensory processing
represent an important part of our understanding of neural physiology. In
the long term, this will be of medical beneﬁt as neurological disorders such
as autism and schizophrenia for instance are known to be aﬀected at early
sensory processing stages. Knowledge of how a healthy brain functions will
be key to deciphering what goes wrong during disease and for developing
therapeutic strategies. Additionally, understanding of cortical states may
help in the development of brain-machine interfaces: a machine capable of
detecting subtle ﬂuctuations in cortical states may for example be used for
various applications; from controlling robots, prosthetic limbs, virtual envi-
ronments to controlling the administration of drugs that enhance cognition.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Overview
I will begin by providing a brief overview of the historical landmark studies
that set the stage for modern investigations in the ﬁeld of cortical states.
I will go through the regulatory mechanisms of cortical states, and then
proceed to discussing recent work investigating the function of cortical states
during waking, speciﬁcally during behavioural and attentional tasks.
In addition, I will introduce wideﬁeld imaging and why this was the method
of choice in this work. I will ﬁnish with stating the speciﬁc hypothesis and
aims addressed in this thesis.
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1.1 Cortical states
Historical background
In humans, cortical states were ﬁrst observed by Berger in 1929 when in a
landmark study, he introduced a method sensitive enough for picking up the
electrical activity of the brain through the skull: the electroencephalogram
(EEG). Up until then, the electrical activity generated by the cortex had
been surgically measured in other species such as cats, dogs, rabbits and
monkeys, and Berger and others had also recorded human brain activity
in patients who had undergone brain surgery (Berger, 1929). But it was
the demonstration that the activity from a healthy, intact brain could be
surveyed via electrodes placed on the scalp that paved the way for research
on cortical states.
Consequently, cortical states were ﬁrst mostly studied as patterns of EEG
activity. It was quickly noted that the biggest diﬀerences in activity occur
between equally diﬀerent behavioural states: waking and sleeping. Sleep
states are characterised by high amplitude low frequency oscillations that
disappear upon waking, and become particularly prominent during deeper
sleep stages (Davis et al., 1937; Blake, 1937). In contrast, waking and REM
(rapid eye movement) sleep, which is why it is also sometimes called paradox-
ical sleep, are characterised by higher frequency oscillations. Furthermore,
anesthesia induces similar low frequency oscillations as deep sleep. Since
both sleep and anesthesia are associated with behavioural inactivity and a
loss of consciousness, the cortical state during waking became termed the
active or activated state, and the view that cortical states are primarily
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a function of the sleep cycle became dominant (Vanderwolf, 2003; Harris,
2005).
This idea was further fortiﬁed by a landmark study by Moruzzi and
Magoun (1949), who discovered the reticular activating system. Using the
“encéphale isolé” preparation, where the brainstem is cut at the level of the
medulla, they showed that stimulation of the reticular formation leads to a
transition from the sleep associated state of high-amplitude slow wave ac-
tivity to the activated state associated with waking, despite the subjects
being anesthetised. They further showed that this eﬀect was mediated by
ascending projections towards cortex, which is how the term reticular as-
cending/activating system was coined.
Subsequent research invested much eﬀort into establishing the anatomi-
cal substrates of this system, and has demonstrated the existence of several
distinct nuclei within the reticular system that play key roles in controlling
cortical states. This identiﬁed two main pathways to the cortex: one via
projections to the thalamus, which in turn widely projects to the cortex
and exerts an eﬀect on cortical state, and another via projections to neu-
romodulatory systems which provide widespread innervation of the cortex
(Starzl et al., 1951). The following section will elaborate further on these
two systems.
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1.1.1 Regulatory mechanisms
Neuromodulatory control
Several nuclei of the reticular formation, including the deep mesencephalic
nucleus and the nucleus pontis oralis which are situated in the core of the
brainstem, as well as the parabrachial and periaqueductal gray nuclei in the
upper brainstem, project to the basal forebrain, which in turn sends cholin-
ergic projections across the cortex. Stimulation of the basal forebrain as
well as its cholinergic axons leads to widespread cortical activation (Goard
and Dan, 2009; Pinto et al., 2013; Eggermann et al., 2014), as does sys-
temic administration of cholinergic agonists, while cholinergic antagonists
abolish cortical activation (Vanderwolf, 2003). These experiments clearly
implicated acetylcholine (ACh) as a key regulator of cortical states, which
can be modulated by reticular nuclei.
In addition, many nuclei of the reticular formation send direct neuro-
modulatory projections to the cortex. The locus coeruleus for example sends
noradrenergic projections across the cortical mantle (Chandler et al., 2014),
and electrical stimulation as well as optogenetic activation of the noradrener-
gic cells in locus coeruleus also lead to widespread cortical activation (Carter
et al., 2010). This nucleus also receives input from other reticular nuclei,
for example the nucleus paragigantocellularis. Similarly, the rostral raphe
complex sends serotonergic projections to the cortex, which also modulate
cortical state (Parvizi and Damasio, 2001; Vanderwolf, 2003). On top of
sending direct projections to the cortex, many of these nuclei also project to
the basal forebrain and can thus exert additional indirect eﬀects on cortical
state.
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Furthermore, dopamine has also been implicated in the modulation of
cortical states. The ventral tegmental area and substantia nigra send dopamin-
ergic projections to the thalamus and basal forebrein (Smiley et al., 1999),
and although there are also dopaminergic projections to the cortex, these
have been shown to modulate rather than induce cortical activation (Van-
derwolf, 2003).
Thalamic control of cortical activation
The “classical reticular nuclei” of the reticular formation, which includes
the cuneiform nucleus, the deep mesencephalic nucleus, and the pedunculo-
pontine tegmental nucleus, send glutamatergic projections to the intralami-
nar nuclei of the thalamus as well as the basal ganglia (Hallanger et al., 1987;
Pare et al., 1988; Parent et al., 1988). In fact, it was originally thought that
the eﬀects of stimulating or lesioning of the reticular formation were medi-
ated by thalamocortical projections from the thalamic intralaminar nuclei
(Parvizi and Damasio, 2001). In addition, several neuromodulatory systems
also project to the thalamus: there are cholinergic projections from the
laterodorsal tegmental nucleus which also project to the reticular thalamic
nucleus, noradrenergic projections from the locus coeruleus, serotonergic in-
put from the raphe nuclei, and histamine projections from the hypothalamus
(McCormick and Bal, 1997).
The thalamus has long been considered the main relay station to the
cortex, primarily transmitting sensory information (Sherman and Guillery,
1996). During sleep and anesthetized states, the thalamus functionally dis-
connects from the cortex, and enters a bursting ﬁring pattern, which is
incompatible with sensory information processing, and thus the cortex is
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‘cut oﬀ’ from sensory input (Steriade, 2000). Upon waking, thalamic neu-
rons enter a tonic ﬁring mode, which can also be induced by application of
neuromodulators and activation of the reticular ascending system. This ac-
tivation of the thalamus renders it capable of sensory information processing
and transfer again, and drives the cortical state transition from inactivated
to activated (Steriade, 2000; Hirata and Castro-Alamancos, 2010).
The global nature of cortical states
It is thus clear that cortical state is under control of a complex interplay
of diﬀerent systems. Many of the nuclei within the reticular formation are
not just interconnected, but project to other brain regions that exert global
eﬀects, and in some cases several of them. Thus, by stimulating or inhibiting
one of them, it is likely that one aﬀects several systems simultaneously, which
makes it diﬃcult to discern the exact function of each. For a long time,
there was a debate whether cortical states were under thalamic (Steriade,
2000) or neuromodulatory Vanderwolf (2003) control; however it is likely
that both make distinct but equally important contributions that may diﬀer
in functional ways that have yet to be understood.
The feature in common between these systems is that they have broad
inﬂuences over cortical activity, which led to the idea that cortical states
were inevitably global, which also ﬁt with the observation that transitions
between behavioural states such as sleep and waking tended to be abrupt.
Given the marked diﬀerences in oscillatory patterns between the diﬀerent
states, it was clear that there would be corresponding diﬀerences in local
cortical processing features. These will be the subject of the next section.
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Physiological basis
The activity picked up by an EEG constitutes a composite of the neural
activity of the underlying cortical tissue. As technology advanced, it became
possible to record the activity of populations as well as individual cortical
neurons and to investigate how their ﬁring patterns related to the observed
oscillatory patterns.
This lead to the observation that during the slow, high amplitude os-
cillations of sleep states, nearby neuronal populations ﬁre with increased
temporal synchrony (Steriade et al., 1993). This temporal synchrony dis-
appears as the slow oscillations decrease in amplitude and are replaced by
higher frequency oscillations during waking. Therefore, the state associated
with sleep and slow high amplitude oscillations became termed a “synchro-
nised cortical state”, while the state associated with waking and higher fre-
quency oscillations became termed a “desynchronised cortical state” (Harris
and Thiele, 2011).
The oscillatory patterns obtained through EEG can also be observed in
the local ﬁeld potential (LFP) of electrophysiological recordings. The LFP
is produced by the transmembrane currents of the surrounding neurons and
glial cells and depends on the spatiotemporal proﬁle of their activity (Taub
et al., 2013). Thus, the LFP provides a more local signal than the superﬁcial
EEG measurements. As tools became available that allowed the measure-
ments of cellular membrane potentials (Vm) in-vivo, it became apparent
that these oscillatory patterns are also a signature of the Vm and reﬂect the
synaptic barrage onto the neuron (Haider and McCormick, 2009). During
the synchronised state, the membrane potential of a neuron oscillates be-
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tween a hyperpolarised state, when it receives little synaptic input, and a
depolarised state when it receives increased and highly correlated synaptic
input. These states are also called “down” and “up” phases, respectively
(Figure 1.1, Harris and Thiele 2011). In contrast, during the desynchro-
nised state, the membrane potential remains at a steady depolarised state
and receives more continuous, uncorrelated synaptic input.
Figure 1.1: Distinct population activity patterns in different cortical states.
a) In synchronised states, cortical populations show synchronous fluctuations in
firing rate. During the up phase, neurons show increased firing, during the down
phase spiking is reduced or absent. The red trace shows the corresponding de-
polarisation and hyperpolarisation of the membrane potential in an intracellular
recording. The black trace represents the local field potential (LFP), which shows
the low frequency oscillation. b) In a desynchronised state, coordinated slow fluc-
tuations in population activity are absent, and low frequency fluctuations in the
LFP and membrane potentials are suppressed.
Reproduced from Harris and Thiele (2011).
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1.1.2 Behavioural modulation
Although Berger himself already noted in his original report of his EEG
ﬁndings in humans that mental eﬀort had an eﬀect on the oscillatory pat-
terns he was recording (Berger, 1929), investigations into the relationship
between behavioural and cortical states during waking have only recently
begun to be undertaken. Notably, it has been observed that during quiet
wakefulness, when the individual is awake but not engaged in a physical
or mental activity, some low frequency (<10Hz) oscillations remain. It is
therefore increasingly recognised that the awake state is not a single ho-
mogeneous state but that within the activated state, diﬀerent degrees of
synchronisation and desynchronisation are possible which likely constitute
diﬀerent substates (Figure 1.2, Zagha and McCormick 2014).
Movement related cortical state changes
One of the most easily distinguishable behavioural states is movement, for
example running or whisking, which reliably desynchronises the cortex (Cro-
chet and Petersen, 2006; Poulet and Petersen, 2008; Zagha et al., 2013; Ben-
nett et al., 2013; Reimer et al., 2014; Vinck et al., 2015; Scholvinck et al.,
2015; Zhou et al., 2014; McGinley et al., 2015). In visual cortex, running
is associated with increased evoked responses and decreased interneuronal
correlations (Niell and Stryker, 2010; Keller et al., 2012; Ayaz et al., 2013;
Erisken et al., 2014; Dipoppa et al., 2018), while in auditory cortex run-
ning suppresses evoked responses (Zhou et al., 2014; Schneider et al., 2014).
In somatosensory cortex, whisking onset is associated with a switch from
a synchronised to more desynchronised state (Poulet et al., 2012), which
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Figure 1.2: Cortical states during different behavioural states.
Abbreviations: AE: active exploration; IS: intermediate stage; REM: rapid eye
movement sleep; SWS: slow wave sleep; QW: quiet wake; WT: whisker twitching.
Reproduced from Zagha and McCormick (2014).
increases the signal to noise ratio in neural responses. In addition, such
a transition does not dependent on sensory feedback, as deaﬀarentation of
the sensory nerves did not abolish the desynchronisation, suggesting that
the state switch was internally generated (Poulet and Petersen, 2008). In-
terestingly, there is a further diﬀerence between free whisking and active
touch (whisking without and with touching another object, respectively):
responses are largest during active touch (Crochet et al., 2011). Finally, in
somatosensory cortex at least, these transitions require thalamic input, as
pharmacological inactivation of thalamus abolishes normal desynchronisa-
tion characterised by depolarised membrane potentials, but instead leads to
a desynchronised-like hyperpolarised state (Poulet et al., 2012).
Large observable movements such as running or whisking are not the only
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conditions for state transitions, as desynchronised states can occur in their
absence as well. Interestingly, state transitions correlate with pupil diame-
ter, whether or not they are accompanied by movement (Reimer et al., 2014;
Vinck et al., 2015; McGinley et al., 2015). Reimer et al. (2016) showed that
pupil dynamics are closely related to the neuromodulatory activity of acetyl-
choline (ACh) and noradrenaline (NA) in cortex. Therefore, pupil diamater
is frequently used as an indicator of behavioural arousal and a non-invasive
measure of brain state, and it has been shown that periods of increased
arousal in the absence of movement equally aﬀect cortical processing and
stimulus evoked responses (Vinck et al., 2015; Reimer et al., 2014; McGinley
et al., 2015).
Attention
Attention is another classical cognitive state that can occur in the absence
of overt behaviours such as movement.
Spatial attention
Attention has been studied extensively in the visual system using spatial
attention. The studies typically require monkeys to ﬁxate on a central cross
whilst two or more visual stimuli are presented, and a cue indicates a spatial
location in which a change in stimulus is likely to occur. If a change happens,
the monkeys are trained to report this either by making a saccade or pressing
a lever or button. The cue reliably leads to attention to the cued spatial
location as monkeys are signiﬁcantly more likely to detect a change in the
cued versus uncued locations. Spatial attention is associated with several
changes in cortical processing, including increased ﬁring rates, decreased
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variability and inter-neuronal correlations, and increased gamma (40-100Hz)
synchrony between neurons selective for the same attended feature (Moran,
1985; Spitzer et al., 1988; McAdams and Maunsell, 1999, 2000; Cohen and
Maunsell, 2009; Mitchell et al., 2009; Engel et al., 2016; Beaman et al., 2017;
Fries et al., 2001, 2002; Bosman et al., 2012). It is thought that these changes
in neural processing underlie the improvements in performance associated
with increased attention. Interestingly, mental eﬀort has equally been shown
to correlate with pupil size (Kahneman and Beatty, 1966; de Gee et al., 2014,
2017).
Attending rhythmic stimuli
In contrast to these results from spatial attention, it has been shown when
stimuli are rhythmic, low frequency oscillations can become more pronounced
(Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009). Speciﬁcally, oscillations become entrained to
match the rhythm of the presented stimuli so that stimulus onset coincides
with the most excitable phase of the oscillation: when neurons are more
depolarised and therefore more likely to ﬁre in response, which in turn is
thought to maximise the stimulus response. This has been shown in audi-
tory cortex, when monkeys were trained to attend to one of two diﬀerent tone
trains that were presented simultaneously but consisted of diﬀerent tonal fre-
quencies and were oﬀset from each other: the attended but not the ignored
stream reset the phase of the oscillation (Lakatos et al., 2013). Similarly,
when visual and auditory stimuli were presented concurrently but with oﬀ-
set phases, the attended modality determined the phase of the oscillation, in
both visual and auditory cortex (Lakatos et al., 2008, 2009; O’Connell et al.,
2014). Moreover, these studies suggest that the low-excitability phase of the
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oscillation coincides with the unattended stimulus, which can have a sup-
pressive eﬀect. In auditory cortex, this can also occur in the areas that are
outside the tonotopic area that matches the presented stimulus (O’Connell
et al., 2015). Altogether, these studies suggest that attention can utilize low
frequency oscillations, and thus increase synchronisation, to maximise the
responses to attended stimuli and suppress responses to irrelevant stimuli.
However, this requires stimuli to be rhythmic, as else the oscillatory entrain-
ment may lead to the low excitability phase to coincide with the stimulus.
It has therefore been suggested that low frequency entrainment only occurs
when stimuli are predictable, and when stimuli are unpredictable, low fre-
quency oscillations are abolished to maintain the cortex in a more constant
state of high-excitability: the desynchronised state (Schroeder and Lakatos,
2009; Lakatos et al., 2016). It is this latter scenario that this thesis aims to
investigate.
Behavioural relevance
Given all these behavioural modulations on cortical states and sensory re-
sponses, this raises the question whether these manifestations are also causally
involved. If desynchronisation improves information processing, then this
should manifest in improved task performance. Few studies have directly
assessed this so far. The majority of spatial attention studies for exam-
ple have investigated the associated changes in neural properties in great
detail, but have not compared them with performance on a trial by trial
basis. Recently, Engel et al. (2016) and Beaman et al. (2017) showed that
local desynchronisation was associated with increased task performance in
change detection tasks. Pinto et al. (2013) showed that increasing desyn-
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chronisation by optogenetic stimulation of basal forebrain projections in V1
improved performance in a visual discrimination task on a trial by trial basis,
and McGinley et al. (2015) found a strong correlation between performance
in an auditory discrimination task and cortical state. In somatosensory
cortex in contrast, Sachidhanandam et al. (2013) showed that both synchro-
nised and desynchronised states were compatible with good performance
in a whisker deﬂection detection task. Outside sensory cortices, Vyazovskiy
et al. (2011) found that local bursts of synchronised activity in frontal cortex
negatively aﬀected performance in a sugar-pellet reaching task.
Altogether, there is some evidence to suggest that desynchronisation is
associated with improved performance, but the precise nature of this rela-
tionship remains unclear.
Local modulation
It is clear now that cortical states are not just a function of the sleep-
wake cycle, but that changes can occur during diﬀerent behavioural states
during wakefulness as well. Similarly, it was thought initially that cortical
states were always global, but given that we now know that behavioural
demands can shape cortical states, it is possible that the assumption about
the global nature of cortical processing is equally mistaken. Despite the
global projections of most neuromodulatory systems, it has been shown that
there are aﬀerents targeting speciﬁc cortical regions for example (Zaborszky
et al., 2015; Chandler et al., 2014).
The studies by Vyazovskiy et al. (2011); Engel et al. (2016); Beaman
et al. (2017) provide some initial evidence that cortical states can indeed
occur locally. Given the important role of thalamic input in cortical desyn-
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chronisation, diﬀerences in thalamic drive to diﬀerent cortical areas provide
one possible mechanism for local cortical diﬀerences (Sherman and Guillery,
1996). Two recent studies investigating cross-modal attention showed that
switching attention between visual and auditory stimuli is associated with
diﬀerences in ﬁring rates in the corresponding sensory thalamic nuclei, and
that this modulation is required for successfully switching attention (Ahrens
et al., 2015; Wimmer et al., 2015). Both studies implicated the thalamic
reticular nucleus (TRN) in this modulation, but the eﬀects on cortical state
remain unknown.
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1.2 Widefield imaging
In this last section, I will introduce the method of choice in my experiments,
and explain why it is suitable for investigations of cortical state. I will begin
with providing a brief overview of voltage sensitive dyes, as this was the ﬁrst
wideﬁeld method that provided some insights into cortical state dynamics
and laid the foundation for the future work using calcium indicators.
Voltage sensitive dyes
The pioneering method for wideﬁeld imaging of in-vivo neural activity was
the use of voltage sensitive dyes (VSD). VSDs intercalate into the cell mem-
branes of neurons and act as molecular transducers: they increase or de-
crease their ﬂuorescence with changes in membrane potential (Shoham et al.,
1999). Typically, the dye consists of a conjugated molecule with a dipole
that consists of a hydrophobic tail at one end and a ﬁxed charge at the
other hydrophilic end. The hydrophilic dye permits intercalation into the
cell membrane, while the ﬁxed charge prevents the dye from crossing the
membrane (Grinvald et al., 1999). Importantly, the dipole renders the dye
sensitive to changes in electric ﬁeld across the neuronal membrane. The re-
sulting changes in optical signal are linearly correlated with the membrane
potential changes and occur within microseconds. This method thus pro-
vides submillisecond temporal resolution, and a spatial resolution of up to
50-100 microns.
In preparations with single cell resolution, the optical signal from VSDs
matches the signal obtained by intracellular electrical recording (Grinvald
et al., 1999). In recordings from in-vivo cortical tissue however, single cell
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activity is not resolved and a pixel contains the blurred signal of several
neural components, including dendritic signals, axons and cell somas (Grin-
vald and Hildesheim, 2004). More precisely, the signal represents the sum of
membrane potential changes in both pre- and postsynaptic neurons as well
as potential contamination from surrounding glial cells. Given a resolution
of 50 microns for example, the VSD signal contains the activity contribution
from 250-500 neurons and their processes. As dendritic processes extend over
a much larger area than cell somas, the VSD signal in cortical tissue repre-
sents dendritic activity more than spiking. Therefore, this method allows the
detection of slow subthreshold synaptic potentials that cannot be detected
using methods that primarily measure spiking activity, such as multi-unit
electrophysiology.
Finally, the VSD signal primarily reﬂects activity in superﬁcial layers.
The dye can penetrate up to a depth of 1.5mm, however the upper cortical
layers are stained more thoroughly than the lower ones (Grinvald et al.,
1999). In practice, a given pixel contains neural signals from the upper 400-
800 microns. Nevertheless, this does not mean that the activity originates
predominantly from layer I, as apical dendrites from deeper layers reach the
upper layers and therefore also contribute to the signal. However, the exact
contribution of diﬀerent cortical layers remains unknown.
Applications
In the following paragraphs, I will go through selected example studies to
illustrate how VSD wideﬁeld imaging has provided insights into cortical
states.
One of the ﬁrst examples of how VSD imaging could be applied to study-
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ing cortical dynamics was by Arieli et al. (1996). They investigated the
dynamics of ongoing activity during spontaneous and stimulus evoked con-
ditions in anaesthetised cat visual cortex. The dynamics of ongoing activity
are strongly inﬂuenced by cortical state, and Arieli et al. (1996) showed
that the trial to trial variability in response to visual stimuli could be at-
tributed to the ongoing activity, in other words: the cortical state preceding
the stimulus presentation. This was one of the ﬁrst demonstrations that
cortical state also aﬀects the spatial response pattern in cortex. Indeed, the
spatiotemporal visual response in a given trial could be predicted through
an additive eﬀect of the ongoing activity on the average stimulus evoked
activity.
Similar observations have been made in somatosensory cortex. By com-
bining VSD imaging with simultaneous whole-cell recordings in rodents, Pe-
tersen et al. (2003a,b) showed that the local VSD signal closely followed the
membrane potential ﬂuctuations in layer 2/3 pyramidal cells. They then
used the combination of methods to investigate how cortical state aﬀects
stimulus responses at the level of single cells (by whole-cell electrophysiolog-
ical recordings) and population activity (by VSD imaging). This revealed
that whisker deﬂections evoked smaller responses during up phases, when
the membrane potentials were more depolarised and closer to threshold, than
during the hyperpolarised down phases. Speciﬁcally, they showed that the
responses not only diﬀered in terms of amplitude, but also in terms of spatial
spread: during up phases, the responses were locally conﬁned, whereas dur-
ing down phases, the sensory responses spread as waves to adjacent cortical
columns. This revealed how local cortical state related to the surrounding
cortical activity in a way that electrophysiology had not been able to reveal.
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More recently, Mohajerani et al. (2010, 2013) have explored the spa-
tiotemporal dynamics of travelling waves across large areas of cortex. Trav-
eling waves are readily observed with wideﬁeld imaging; in the case of VSD
the peak of the wave corresponds to a traveling font of depolarisation (Be-
nucci et al., 2007), and it has been proposed that this corresponds to the up
phase in the synchronised state. The authors showed that ﬂuctuations in
spontaneous activity were mirrored and synchronous in both hemispheres,
and that slow traveling waves occurred across large regions of cortical space.
In addition, evoked depolarisations using visual, auditory, whisker and tac-
tile stimuli, produced traveling waves that followed stereotyped trajectories,
starting in their respective sensory cortical area, but interestingly all ending
in a common sink. This provided insights into how cortical states spread
across cortex, and how diﬀerent stimuli interact with and inﬂuence the spa-
tiotemporal spread of cortical activity.
These examples show that wideﬁeld imaging enables the observation of
state dependent spatial dynamics of cortical activity that was previously not
possible. However, the VSD method still posed several caveats: ﬁrstly, the
application of the dye requires an acute preparation, which limits the time
during which data can be obtained to hours after the application and make
investigations during wakefulness very limited. Secondly, VSDs have a much
weaker signal than another type of ﬂuorescent indicators: calcium indicators.
Since neuronal ﬁring is associated with increases in intracellular calcium, ﬂu-
orescent indicators that change their level of ﬂuorescence depending on the
intracellular calcium concentration can provide an indirect readout of neu-
ronal activity. The recent advent of genetically encoded calcium indicators
(GECIs) has overcome both of these limitations of VSD. Nowadays, there
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are GECIs whose signals are strong enough to be imaged through an intact
skull and still retain a high signal to noise ratio. The following section will
elaborate further on the generation and utility of these indicators.
1.2.1 Genetically encoded calcium indicators
Nowadays, the most widely used calcium indicators are GCaMPs. GCaMP
consists of an enhanced circularly permutated GFP (green ﬂuorescent pro-
tein) molecule (cpEGFP) that has been fused to CaM (calmodulin) in its
C-terminus and the M13 fragment of the myosin light chain kinase in its N-
terminus (Nakai et al., 2001). Calmodulin is an intracellular calcium sensor
with four E-F hands. Each E-F hand consist of a N-terminal helix (the E
helix), a central calcium sensitive loop and a C-terminal helix (the F he-
lix) (Chin and Means, 2000). Upon increases in intracellular calcium levels,
calmodulin undergoes a conformational change which produces alterations
in the interhelical angles of the E-F hands and results in a more open confor-
mation that enables interactions with calmodulin’s targets. One such target
is M13. Thus, upon increases in calcium levels, the conformational change
of CaM and interaction with M13 translates into a conformational change in
cpEGFP, which changes the ﬂuorescence intensity of GCaMP (Nakai et al.,
2001).
The ﬁrst generations of GCaMP still suﬀered from low sensitivity, slow
kinetics and therefore low signals. However, subsequent mutagenesis ex-
periments have generated GCaMPs with highly increased sensitivity and
faster kinetics (Akerboom et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013). This produced
the GCaMP6 sensors, which includes GCaMP6s and GCaMP6f (Chen et al.,
2013). All have the purported ability to report single action potentials (AP).
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GCaMP6s (s for slow) has the highest sensitivity and shows the biggest in-
crease in ﬂuorescence, but has the slowest kinetics, with a rise and decay time
of 0.4s and 1s, respectively. GCaMP6f (f for fast) has slightly decreased sen-
sitivity compared to GCaMP6s but still vastly improved sensitivity to prior
sensors, and it provides the fastest kinetics: 0.2s and 0.4s rise and decay
times, respectively.
Because GCaMP is a reporter that has been engineered from molecules
than can be genetically expressed in living cells, this made it possible to
create transgenic animals that endogenously express GCaMP. Indeed one
of the great advantages of GECIs is the ability to target them to speciﬁc
cell populations (Huang and Zeng, 2013). More and more driver lines have
been developed that allow strong expression levels in select cortical neuron
populations (Madisen et al., 2010, 2015).
An initial hurdle in the application of wideﬁeld imaging in GCaMP
expressing transgenic mice was that the GCaMP ﬂuorescence signal over-
lapped with endogenous activity dependent autoﬂuorescence and was prone
to hemodynamic artefacts (Vanni and Murphy, 2014; Ma et al., 2016). How-
ever, the recent development of tools for correcting for these factors (Ma
et al., 2016) has enabled the ﬁrst longitudinal studies of neural dynamics
across large areas of cortex (Silasi et al., 2016; Murphy et al., 2016; Weksel-
blatt et al., 2016; Makino et al., 2017; Rossi et al., 2017; Musall et al., 2018;
Pinto et al., 2018).
Assessing cortical states from GECIs
The most commonly used lines for wideﬁeld imaging express GCaMP in
cortical excitatory neurons. The signal from a single pixel during wideﬁeld
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imaging of calcium indicators reﬂects a population signal from the neural
tissue the pixel comes from. In contrast to the VSD signal, which contains a
large portion of subthreshold activity, the calcium signal predominantly re-
ports suprathreshold spiking activity (Vanni and Murphy, 2014). Although
GCaMP is expressed in the entire neuron, which includes axons and den-
drites in addition to cell soma, the wideﬁeld signal is dominated by local
spiking activity: local application of pharmacological agents that suppress
action potentials abolishes most of the calcium signals, suggesting that long
range axonal projections contribute a minor proportion to the signal (Berger
et al., 2007). In addition, experiments using simultaneous wideﬁeld calcium
imaging and electrophysiology have shown that the wideﬁeld signal reliably
correlates with local spiking activity (Xiao et al., 2017). Furthermore, Xiao
et al. (2017) also produced “spike triggered maps”, for which they triggered
the wideﬁeld images on spikes at diﬀerent depths in cortex and showed that
there is a high overlap (90% on average) between the maps obtained from
diﬀerent layers, suggesting that the wideﬁeld signal is not layer speciﬁc but
reﬂects an amalgamation of activity from diﬀerent layers.
By comparison, LFP or EEG signals reﬂect the population activity of the
local neural tissue and underlying cortical tissue, respectively. Although the
wideﬁeld signal reﬂects excitatory activity only, while the LFP and EEG are
aﬀected by both excitatory and inhibitory activity, the wideﬁeld signals and
LFP and EEG signals are similar in nature. This should make it possible
to apply similar spectral analysis techniques to wideﬁeld signals in order
to make inferences about cortical states but with higher spatial resolution
than is possible with LFP and EEG signals. Although the rise and decay
times of GCaMP6 pose an upper limit to what oscillations can be observed
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with wideﬁeld imaging, synchronised and desynchronised states should be
assessable since they can be inferred from low frequency ﬂuctuations, which
GCaMP6 can track. Indeed, experiments performing simultaneous GCaMP6
wideﬁeld imaging and electrophysiology have shown that the wideﬁeld signal
has high coherence with the LFP at up to 15Hz (Rossi et al. 2017; Xiao et al.
2017; unpublished observations from our group).
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1.3 Hypotheses and aims of this thesis
By virtue of being determined by the synaptic activity of the underlying
neural tissue, measuring cortical states thus provides a powerful tool for
gaining a glimpse into the mode of operation of the cortex without the need
of measuring the activity of populations of neurons and their synaptic activ-
ities. Therefore, cortical states can reﬂect the behavioural and attentional
demands that an individual is facing. Desynchronisation is frequently as-
sociated with engaged and attentive states, suggesting it may facilitate the
information processing required in those states (Harris and Thiele, 2011).
If a desynchronised cortical state corresponds to an optimal information
processing state, then attention may indeed induce this state and drive an
improvement in task performance. In addition, in order to spot-light the
feature of interest, one might expect the desynchronisation to occur locally
where the information of interest is being processed.
These are the hypotheses at the base of the work presented in this thesis.
(Note however that this thesis did not aim to assess sensory or information
processing directly, but instead focused on cortical state dynamics, for the
reasons outlined above.) In particular, I asked whether attending a spe-
ciﬁc sensory modality locally increases desynchronisation in the cortex of
the modality in use. I therefore needed tasks that used two diﬀerent sen-
sory modalities; I chose visual and auditory decision-making tasks for this
purpose. In addition, I needed a method that had a high enough spatial
resolution to reveal localised diﬀerences in cortical states whilst being able
to monitor neural activity across a large area; for this I chose wideﬁeld imag-
ing of GECIs. The following chapters will further detail the development of
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these methods, but ﬁrst I will clarify the main aims of this thesis:
1. Establish whether desynchronisation is correlated with performance.
2. Assess whether desynchronisation can occur as a localised cortical
state.
3. Determine whether local desynchronisation is associated with the sen-
sory modality that is attended. Speciﬁcally, I asked:
• Does visual cortex become desynchronised in a visual task whilst
unrelated sensory cortices like auditory and somatosensory cortex
remain more synchronised?
• Does auditory cortex become desynchronised in an auditory task,
whilst visual and somatosensory cortex remain more synchro-
nised?
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Chapter 2
Methods
2.1 Animals
All experiments were conducted according to the UK Animals Scientiﬁc
Procedures Act (1986). All animals were on a normal daylight cycle (8am -
8 pm), and co-housed whenever possible.
Behavioural pilot animals were C57B/L6 wild-type animals (n = 3 females;
EJ001, EJ002, EJ003). Two male GCaMP3 x Emx1 (EJ004, EJ005) double
transgenic mice were also brieﬂy used to pilot auditory behaviour.
All animals used for wideﬁeld imaging during behaviour were oﬀspring of
double or triple transgenic crosses (males: n = 7, females: n = 9), express-
ing either GCaMP6f or GCaMP6s in cortical excitatory neurons under the
following drivers:
• Ai93; Emx1-Cre; Camk2a-tTa
⇒ GCaMP6f in all cortical excitatory neurons
(n = 7; EJ007, EJ009, EJ011, EJ012, EJ013, EJ015, FR053)
• Ai94; Emx1-Cre; Camk2a-tTa
⇒ GCaMP6s in all cortical excitatory neurons
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(n = 1; EJ010)
• Ai94; Rasgrf-Cre; Camk2a-tTa
⇒ GCaMP6s in layer 2/3 cortical excitatory neurons
(n = 1; EJ006)
• Ai95; VGlut1-Cre
⇒ GCaMP6f in all cortical excitatory neurons
(n = 2; Muller, Theiler)
• tetO-G6s; Camk2a-tTa
⇒ GCaMP6s in all cortical excitatory neurons
(n = 3; Cori, Hench, Reichstein)
• Snap25-G6s
⇒ GCaMP6s in all cortical neurons
(n = 2; Chain, Radnitz)
The pilot animals as well as the animals from the crosses above whose names
start with “EJ” were animals that I implanted and conducted experiments
on myself.
FR053 was implanted with a 2-photon imaging window over visual cortex by
Luigi Federico Rossi, and trained by Chris Burgess who performed 2-photon
imaging in this animal. When those experiments were ﬁnished, the animal
was passed on to me for wideﬁeld imaging.
The remaining animals belonged to Nick Steinmetz, who performed the surg-
eries and experiments and whose data I analysed and included in my results.
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2.2 Surgery
All animals underwent surgery at the age of 8-10 weeks. Animals were
anesthetized with 2% isoﬂurane in oxygen, body temperature was kept at
37◦C, and analgesia was provided by subcutaneous injection of rimadyl
(1ml/0.1kg). The eyes were protected with ophthalmic gel (Viscotears Liq-
uid Gel, Alcon).
The animal’s head was ﬁrst shaved to expose the skin above the cranium,
onto which iodine ointment was applied as an antiseptic. The cranium was
immobilised with ear bars on the stereotax. A subcutaneous injection of
0.01ml of lidocaine was injected at the site of incision. The skin on top of
the cranium was then cut and removed to expose the dorsal surface of the
cranium and the periosteum was carefully removed.
In the surgeries I performed for unilateral imaging, the temporalis muscle
was detached unilaterally to expose auditory cortex on the left hemisphere.
The skull was thinned above visual, auditory and posterior somatosensory
cortex using a scalpel until the external table and diploe of the bone were
removed. A metal headplate with a circular opening above posterior cor-
tex was ﬁxed to the cranium at an angle of -30◦ with dental cement (Sun
Medical), and a 8mm coverslip was then secured above the thinned skull
using UV cement (Norland Optical Adhesives #81, Norland Products Inc.,
Cranbury, NJ).
In the surgeries performed by Nick Steinmetz for bilateral imaging, the skull
was left intact and a clear skull cap implantation following the method of
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Steinmetz et al. (2017) was used. A light-isolation cone was 3D-printed and
implanted surrounding the frontal and parietal bones and attached to the
skull with cyanoacrylate (VetBond; World Precision Instruments, Sarasota,
FL). Gaps between the cone and skull were ﬁlled with L-type radiopaque
polymer (Super-Bond C&B). The exposed skull was covered with thin layers
of UV cement, and a metal headplate was attached horizontally to the skull
over the interparietal bone with Super-Bond polymer.
A saline injection of 0.2ml per hour was provided throughout the surgery.
Post-surgical care was provided by placing the animal in an incubator or a
heated mat for the ﬁrst hour post-surgery. 0.16ml of rimadyl was provided
in 200ml of drinking water for the ﬁrst three days after surgery, and animals
were given a high-fat diet during their recovery.
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2.3 Behaviour
Behavioural training started 1-2 weeks post-surgery, and all animals were
handled for habituation for several days prior to head-ﬁxation and training
on the tasks.
Mice were trained to sit head-ﬁxed in front of an LCD monitor (refresh rate
60Hz), at the bottom of which a MF1 speaker (TDT) was placed for auditory
or auditory distractor experiments. The paws of the mice were resting on
a steering wheel, which the animals could turn to provide a response in the
task (Burgess et al., 2017). The angle of the wheel was measured using a
rotary encoder.
The software controlling the behavioural tasks was developed by a former
PhD student in the lab, Christopher Burgess. This software has two vari-
ations: one called “ChoiceWorld” and another called “Signals”. Both fulﬁl
the same purpose of allowing synchronisation between stimulus presentation,
animal behaviour and neural recordings. Both softwares allow the user to
make choices concerning task parameters in the visual task, but only Signals
allowed for the presentation of auditory stimuli (either alone or concurrent
with visual stimuli). Mice trained on the visual tasks were trained on a
combination of both softwares, while the mice performing the auditory or
auditory distractor task were trained using Signals.
All animals were water-deprived, and received a drop of water (between 2-
3.5ml, calibrated for each mouse) as a reward in correct trials. Licks were
measured with a thin-ﬁlm piezo sensor attached to the lick spout.
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2.3.1 Tasks
Visual 2AFC Task
In the visual two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) task, a visual stimulus
consisting of a Gabor patch of varying contrasts appeared randomly on the
left or the right visual ﬁeld. The movement of the steering wheel was cou-
pled to the movement of the stimulus, and the aim of the task was to centre
the visual stimulus. The animals had to make their choice within a given
response window (1.5-5 seconds), else a neglect response was recorded. Cor-
rect choices were rewarded with water, and incorrect or neglect responses
resulted in either a white noise burst or a time-out.
Visual 2AUC Task
A subset of mice were trained on a two-alternative unforced choice (2AUC)
version of the task, which contained zero contrast trials in which the animals
were required to keep still during the response window in order to receive a
reward.
Similarly, another subset of mice trained by Nick Steinmetz were trained on
a contrast-comparison task, in which two contrasts were presented, one on
the left and right side of the visual ﬁeld, and the animals had to move the
higher contrast stimulus to the centre. Trials with equal contrasts on both
sides required the animals to make a random choice.
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Figure 2.1: Behavioural tasks.
Left: Example of a head-fixed mouse with its paws resting on the steering wheel.
Top middle: illustration of the stimulus presentation in the 2AFC task, top right:
illustration of the no-go condition which was only used in the 2AUC task. Bottom:
stimuli used in the auditory tasks. Turning the wheel changes the position of the
visual stimuli, or the tonal frequency of the auditory stimuli.
Adapted with permission from Burgess et al. (2017)
Auditory Task
In the auditory 2AFC task, low or high frequency tone pips were presented
from the speaker directly in front of the mice, and the movement of the
wheel was coupled to changes in the tonal frequency of the tone pips. The
aim of the task was to bring the tone frequency to the mid-frequency, which
was also presented as a go-cue.
In the ﬁrst pilot version of the auditory task, I used the same frequency
range that another PhD student in the lab, Chris Burgess, had used in some
of his early experiments which had presented visual and auditory stimuli
simultaneously. I modiﬁed this task to be auditory only, and the auditory
stimuli consisted of 8 and 32 kHz stimuli. The animals had to bring the
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stimuli to a middle frequency of 16kHz.
In the second pilot version of the auditory task, the stimuli had a tonal
frequency of 11.3 and 22.6 kHz, and the target (middle) frequency remained
at 16kHz.
In the ﬁnal version of the auditory task, the stimuli had a tonal frequency of
8 and 15kHz, and the target frequency was 11kHz. This range was chosen as
the optimal one because mice should be able to comfortably hear the stimuli
as they aged (Zheng et al., 1999; Kurt and Ehret, 2010; Ison et al., 2007),
and sound calibrations performed inside the training rigs showed that there
were minimal changes in amplitude within this range (Appendix A).
Auditory distractor task
The auditory distractor task consisted of the visual 2AFC task in which
irrelevant auditory stimuli were presented simultaneously with the visual
stimuli. The auditory stimuli consisted of the same auditory pips as in
the ﬁnal auditory task, and low and high frequency tones were randomly
associated with either side of visual stimuli (but consistently within a given
session; such that low was paired with left and high with right, or vice-versa).
Trial structure
All tasks shared the same basic trial structure. Trials started with a baseline
of 1-5 seconds, and in order for a stimulus to appear, the animals had to
remain quiescent (keep the wheel still) for 0.5-2 seconds; early movement
lead to a delay in stimulus appearance.
In some cases, the stimulus was preceded by an auditory tone cue which
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signalled the imminent appearance of a stimulus. In this case, movement
during the baseline delayed the cue onset. Only the pilot animals (EJ001,
EJ002, EJ003, EJ004 and EJ005) and the ﬁrst imaging animals (EJ006,
EJ007 and EJ009) were trained on this variant.
In all other cases, the stimulus appeared ﬁrst and remained ﬁxed until the
onset of a go cue. Some animals (EJ010, FR053, EJ011, EJ012, EJ013 and
EJ015) were also trained to keep still for 0.3-0.8 seconds when the stimulus
appeared, otherwise the onset of the go cue was delayed.
In the visual tasks, the go cue consisted of either a tone or a visual gabor
stimulus at the centre of the screen in the visual task. (The animals trained
with a visual go cue were EJ011, EJ012, EJ013 and EJ015.) The modality
of the cue did not aﬀect the behaviour, therefore these tasks were analysed
together. In the auditory and audio-visual tasks, the go cue consisted of a
tone (consisting of the target frequency in the auditory task).
After the go cue, the interactive response window started, during which the
movement of the wheel translated to the movement of the stimulus. In the
visual tasks, changing the wheel position changed the position of the visual
stimulus on the screen. In the auditory task, changing the wheel position
changed the tonal frequency of the auditory stimulus.
The trial ended either when the animal provided a choice, or when the
response window ended. The only exception to this were the ﬁrst behavioural
pilot animals, who were trained with an inﬁnite response window, in which
case a trial only ended when a response was provided.
Correct choices ended with a reward period (0.5-1 second), incorrect choices
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(when the wheel was turned in the wrong direction) or neglect responses
(when the mice failed to respond within the allowed time window) resulted
in a time-out (2 seconds). This time-out was also signalled with a white
noise burst in some mice (10/16), however, this was later dropped as it was
found to not be necessary for good performance.
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Figure 2.2: Trial structure.
2.3.2 Training procedure
All animals were trained in dedicated training rigs which were coated in
acoustic foam (type: convoluted, thickness: 40mm, AnyFoam Ltd), which
served to minimize acoustic resonances in the auditory task, and to provide
some sound insulation.
Animals were ﬁrst trained on the visual 2AFC task in dedicated training
rigs, starting with easy, high-contrast stimuli. Once animals had learned
the association between wheel and stimulus movement, and that moving
the stimulus to the centre of the screen resulted in a reward (this took
between 1-3 weeks), more diﬃcult and lower contrast stimuli were added.
Once animals produced good psychometric functions and achieved a level
of performance above 70% on several consecutive days (usually within 1-2
weeks), the response window was gradually shortened from inﬁnite to 10
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seconds and then to 1.5 - 5 seconds, depending on the animal. At the same
time, the reward size was gradually lowered to motivate animals to perform
more trials.
Animals that were trained on the 2AUC variant of the task were introduced
to zero contrast trials once the response window had been shortened to the
desired ﬁnal length (animals learned to keep still during this condition within
1 week).
Animals trained on the contrast comparison task were then introduced to
easy comparisons ﬁrst where a high contrast was paired with a low contrast.
Once the animals had learned to centre the high contrast stimulus, more dif-
ﬁcult comparisons were introduced where the diﬀerence in contrast between
the two sides became gradually smaller, until also equal contrast trials were
introduced, during which animals had to make a random choice.
In parallel, the baseline period was gradually lengthened and the quiescent
period was introduced, starting with a short period (0.3-0.5 seconds), grad-
ually building up to 1-2 seconds.
Once animals achieved steady performance with the ﬁnal task parameters,
they were introduced to the imaging rig. When the animals were accustomed
to the new rig and performed well in the new environment, each animal was
imaged during behaviour for 3-5 sessions.
Training in the auditory task began after animals had been imaged during
the visual task (none of the animals trained in the contrast comparison task
and none of the bilaterally imaged animals were trained in any other task).
Training took place in training rigs that had been ﬁtted with acoustic foam
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on all sides except the bottom in order to reduce acoustic reﬂections and res-
onances that could have distracted from the auditory stimuli. Animals were
ﬁrst introduced to high amplitude stimuli, and once they learned the asso-
ciation between stimulus pitch and wheel movement and performed above
60% consistently, lower amplitude stimuli were added. Learning rates in this
task varied widely, from 1-6 weeks.
Animals performing the auditory distractor task were not formally ‘trained’
in this task, the irrelevant auditory stimuli were simply added in some blocks
that alternated with the visual task. The animals successfully disregarded
the auditory stimuli, as the performance in the auditory distractor blocks
was comparable to their performance in the visual blocks (shown in Results
Section 4.2).
The majority of the training was conducted by myself. However, I received
help with the training of some animals by two research assistants, Miles
Wells and Laura Funnell, as well as another postdoctoral researcher, Philip
Coen.
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2.4 Neural recordings
2.4.1 Widefield imaging
In order to capture the signal from auditory cortex, the camera objective was
tilted sideways to an angle of −25◦ to −30◦, so that it was approximately
parallel to the headplate of the animals. The angles were measured with
a Digital Inclinometer. The tilting was done for the unilaterally imaged
animals only; for all other animals, the camera objective remained at a
horizontal position.
The majority of experiments were conducted with dual wavelength imaging,
alternating between blue illumination to excite the GCaMP signal, and a
second wavelength that served to capture the hemodynamic signal. However,
some early experiments were performed using only a single wavelength to
collect the GCaMP signal only.
In all cases, GCaMP6 ﬂuorescence was excited with a blue LED (470nm;
LEX2-B, Brain Vision or Cairn OptoLED, P1110/002/000).
In addition, the monowavelength imaging experiments were non-continuous:
the imaging was stopped at the end of each trial or repeat to allow for saving
of the data, and restarted 1.8 seconds into the baseline period of the next
trial/repeat.
All dual wavelength imaging experiments were performed as continuous
recordings.
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Mono wavelength imaging
The excitation light was diverted to the brain via a dichroic mirror (FF506-
Di03, Semrock) and passed through a bandpass ﬁlter (FF01-482/35-25, Sem-
rock).
The GCaMP6 signals were reﬂected by a dichroic mirror (FF593-Di03, Sem-
rock), passed through an emission ﬁlter (FF01-543/50-25, Semrock) and
collected by a scientiﬁc complementary metal oxide semiconductor camera.
Imaging was performed at an acquisition rate of 50Hz, 19 ms exposures,
with 4x4 binning, using a PCO Edge 5.5 CMOS camera and a macroscope
(Scimedia THT-FLSP) with a 0.63x objective lens (Leica 10450027).
Dual wavelength imaging at the primary set-up
This set-up consists of the monowavelength imaging set-up, but with a green
ring-illuminator containing 5-6 miniLEDs (528nm; Thorlabs LED528EHP),
driven with a LEDD1B driver, that was ﬁxed around a 1.0x condenser lens
(Leica 10450028). Imaging was performed at acquisition rates between 35-
50Hz per colour, 10-19ms exposures, with 2x2 or 4x4 binning.
Dual wavelength imaging at Nick Steinmetz’s set-up
In this set-up, the excitation light passed through an excitation ﬁlter (Sem-
rock FF01-466/40-25), a dichroic (425nm; Chroma T425lpxr), and 3mm-
core optical ﬁber (Cairn P135/015/003), then reﬂected oﬀ another dichroic
(495nm; Semrock FF495-Di03-50x70) to the brain. To capture the hemody-
namic signal, the light was passed through a purple excitation ﬁlter (405nm,
Chroma ET405-20x) on every other frame. Light from the brain passed
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through a second dichroic and emission ﬁlter (Edmunds 525/50-55 (86-963))
to the camera.
The resulting resolution was 202µm per pixel for both imaging set-ups.
2.4.2 Passive mapping of visual and auditory cortex
Visual stimuli were presented on two LCD monitors that cover 90◦ of the
visual ﬁeld contralateral to the imaged hemisphere. Visual stimuli used
to generate retinotopic maps of visual cortex were moving bars sweeping
either horizontally or vertically through the visual ﬁeld at 2Hz (Kalatsky
and Stryker, 2003).
All auditory stimuli were presented through MF1 open ﬁeld speakers (TDT).
Auditory stimuli used to identify auditory cortex consisted of pure tone pips
presented at 2, 3 or 5.5 Hz during 5 seconds, randomly changing between
the following frequencies: 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32 kHz. In some cases, auditory
sweeps from 2 to 64 kHz were used.
Baseline ﬂuorescence levels were acquired for 2-4 seconds before stimulus
presentation and/or using a blank condition.
The stimulus presentation tools that I used were developed by current and
former members of the group; Matteo Carandini, Andrea Benucci, Andrea
Pisauro, Daisuke Shimaoka, Mika Diamanti (see also Benucci et al. 2007;
Pisauro et al. 2013; Carandini et al. 2015; Shimaoka et al. 2018).
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2.4.3 Imaging during behaviour
Animals EJ006, EJ007 and EJ009 were imaged during behaviour using the
non-continuous, mono wavelength imaging set-up.
Animals EJ010, EJ011, EJ012, EJ013, EJ015 and FR053 were imaged at
the primary dual-wavelength imaging set-up. Andy Peters, a postdoctoral
researcher in the group, helped with the data collection from EJ011. Oth-
erwise, the data from these mice was collected by myself.
Animals Chain, Cori, Hench, Muller, Radnitz, Reichstein and Theiler were
imaged at the second dual wavelength imaging set-up by Nick Steinmetz.
2.4.4 Concurrent monitoring of pupil size
All imaging experiments were conducted with concurrent monitoring of one
of the eyes; in the case of unilaterally imaged animals this was the eye
contralateral to the imaged hemisphere.
The eye was illuminated with an infrared LED (SLS-0208A, Mightex; driven
with LEDD1B, Thorlabs), and recorded at a framerate of 16.5Hz using a 446
camera with an infrared ﬁlter and a zoom lens (Thorlabs MVL7000). The
videos were recorded with MATLAB’s Image Acquisition Toolbox (Math-
Works).
Monitoring of whisking
In a subset of experiments (22/58 in the visual tasks), the frame containing
the eye was expanded to include the whisker pad for coincident monitoring
of whisker motion.
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2.5 Data processing and analysis
All data were analysed using custom-written Matlab code. Unless otherwise
stated, this code was written by myself.
2.5.1 Behaviour
Trial classification
In the 2AFC tasks, there were three possible trial outcomes:
• The animals made a correct choice by moving the stimulus into the
centre of the visual ﬁeld in the visual and auditory distractor tasks, or
the central tonal frequency in the auditory task.
• The animals made an incorrect choice by moving the stimulus into the
periphery in the visual and auditory distractor tasks, or away from the
central tone pitch in the auditory task.
• The animals failed to provide a choice before the end of the response
window, in which case a Neglect response was recorded.
Unless otherwise stated, ‘choice trials’ refers to correct and incorrect choices,
as these two trial types were grouped together in the majority of analysis.
Note also that even if the animals moved the stimulus but insuﬃciently
to cross the central or peripheral thresholds, this would also count as a
Neglect response, as the animals usually provided a very stereotyped and
fast response during choice trials.
In the 2AUC tasks, there was a fourth possible trial outcome:
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• Correct no-go: when the animal successfully remained still throughout
the response window during zero contrast trials.
Note that if the animals moved the wheel such that either threshold was
crossed, an incorrect choice trial was recorded.
Inclusion criteria
In order to be able to look at variations in the level of engagement during
a given behavioural session, I set a threshold for minimum numbers of tri-
als per condition. All datasets that contained fewer than 10 choice or 10
neglect trials were excluded. Similarly, where correct and incorrect choices
are compared, datasets that contained fewer than 10 of each trial type were
excluded.
The value of 10 was chosen by using datasets with large numbers of trials
per condition, and gradually decreasing the number of random trials per
condition, until the results became skewed by outliers and diﬀered from the
result using all trials. 10 trials reliably produced results that were consis-
tent with larger numbers of trials, and therefore this value was chosen as a
threshold.
Psychometric curve fitting
In section 3.2 (Mice can learn both visual and auditory tasks) as well as
Figures 4.1, 4.5, 4.38 and 4.39 of section 4 (Main Results), the decisions
made by the mice were ﬁtted with probabilistic models. These ﬁts were
generated using code written by Peter Zatka-Haas, another PhD student in
the lab.
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In the 2AFC tasks with inﬁnite response windows, the responses were ﬁt
with logistic regression, using the following equations:
p =
1
(1 + e−z)
(2.1)
where
z(t) = b+ SLCL + SRCR (2.2)
In each trial t, the decision variable z depends on a bias term b, sensory
sensitivity terms SL and SR (one each for the left and right visual ﬁelds in
the visual task, and the high and low tonal frequencies in the auditory task),
and the left and right contrast values CL and CR in the visual task, which
in the auditory task correspond to the high or low tonal frequencies. This
gives the probability p of choosing right for a given contrast in the visual
task, and the probability of choosing low tonal frequency in the auditory
task.
In the 2AFC tasks which had ﬁnite response windows and in the 2AUC
tasks, where in addition to choosing left or right, the animals could provide
a no-go response, the responses were ﬁt with the following equations:
zL = bL + SLf(cL) (2.3a)
zR = bR + SRf(cR) (2.3b)
where f(cL) and f(cR) are derived from:
f(c) =
cn
cn50 + c
n
(2.4)
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Using equation 2.1, this then gives the probabilities pL of choosing left over
choosing no-go, and pR of choosing right over choosing no-go, and the prob-
ability p0 of choosing no-go is then 1 - (pL + pR).
Baseline definition
In the non-continuous imaging datasets, the beginning of the baseline was
considered to be the ﬁrst frame 200ms post imaging onset in each trial.
(The ﬁrst 200ms following imaging onset were excluded in order to exclude
possible laser onset artefacts.)
In the continuous imaging datasets, the beginning of the baseline was con-
sidered to be the ﬁrst frame after the end of the previous trial’s feedback
period: 1s post reward receipt, 2s post negative feedback receipt.
The end of the baseline period was considered to be the last frame before
stimulus or cue onset.
Trials with baselines shorter than 1 second were excluded from analysis.
Wheel movement quantification
In order to provide precise coupling between the wheel movement and the
stimulus, the angle of the wheel was recorded using a framerate of 210Hz.
As a ﬁrst step, wheel values were interpolated to match the timepoints of
the neural recording.
Then, a matrix was constructed that contained the wheel trajectories of the
baseline period of each trial. Each baseline period was zeroed to the wheel
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value of the last frame, such that for each baseline, the wheel trajectory
ended at zero.
Quiescent period
In order to deﬁne the quiescent period, an algorithm was employed that
searched for the last non-zero value before the baseline end. Small move-
ments (deviations from zero up to a value of 4 (in arbitrary units)) were
considered to be involuntary twitches and were set to zero. Any larger de-
viations were considered voluntary movements.
In order to quantify wheel movement wm per trial z, the following calcula-
tion was used:
wm(z) =
T∑
i=1
|
dw
dt
| (2.5)
where w(t) is the wheel trajectory over time during the baseline of each trial.
Trials with quiescent periods shorter than 700ms were excluded from anal-
ysis.
No movement trials
In the analysis comparing choice and neglect trials with no movement (Fig-
ure 4.19), no movement trials were deﬁned as follows:
First, trials with a value of wm(z) > 35 were exluded. A non-zero threshold
was used as it is diﬃcult for animals to remain perfectly still for several sec-
onds, and manual inspection of the datasets showed that this value allowed
for occasional small wiggles, which usually consisted of deviations up to 5
(in arbitrary units). Since animals were required to keep still for up to 2
seconds, a threshold of 35 allowed for several of such small wiggles.
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Whilst a threshold of 35 allowed for several small wiggles, it also allowed
for one or two larger deviations, which would have corresponded to bigger
movements. In order to exclude such bigger movements and make sure that
only small wiggles were occurring during the selected trials, if the trials
contained deviations larger than 10 (arbitrary unit) from the ﬁnal wheel
position, the threshold was decreased until this second requirement (no single
deviations larger than 10) was also met.
Finally, to ensure there remained no bias towards more movement in one
condition than the other (such as choice or neglect), for as long as there was
a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the amount of wheel movement between choice and
neglect trials (Wilcoxon rank sum test p < 0.05), the threshold was further
decreased until no diﬀerence remained. This was done to ensure that any
diﬀerences between conditions were not driven by diﬀerences in movement -
even if it was small movements such as wiggles.
Only trials that fulﬁlled all these conditions were used in the analysis as-
sessing power diﬀerences between choice and neglect trials with no wheel
movement.
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2.5.2 Neural recordings
Dimensionality reduction
Except for the data shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 in Section Imaging
visual and auditory cortex simultaneously with widefield imaging of Chapter
3, all imaging data were compressed and denoised by computing the singu-
lar value decomposition (SVD) of the 3D image stack. This method was
developed by two postdoctoral researchers in the lab, Marius Pachitariu and
Nick Steinmetz.
First, the 3D stack was reshaped into a 2D matrix S of dimensions p x t,
where p is the number of pixels and t is the number of time points. Then,
we performed SVD of S:
S = AΛBT (2.6)
The physiological spatiotemporal dynamics of the data were fully captured
with the top 500 singular values, accordingly all the presented analyzes were
performed using the top 500 singular values. Therefore, each pixel was
expressed as a linear combination of the ﬁrst 500 temporal components of
BT , which we called V; weighted by the corresponding spatial matrix U,
derived from AΛ.
This computation was performed separately for the images containing the
neural and the hemodynamic signal (from the blue and the green/purple
excitation cycles, respectively).
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Hemodynamic correction
In all datasets acquired by the dual wavelength imaging method, a hemo-
dynamic correction was applied to the GCaMP signal in all datasets. This
method was developed by Kenneth Harris.
Both GCaMP and hemodynamic signals were ﬁrst linearly de-trended and
high-pass ﬁltered above 0.01Hz, and then bandpass ﬁltered in the frequency
range corresponding to the heart beat, 9-13Hz, where hemodynamic arte-
facts are strongest. The ﬁltered signals were then used to compute a linear
regression coeﬃcient for each pixel, which served as a scaling factor that pro-
vided a measure of how much of the GCaMP signal was contaminated by
hemodynamics. The GCaMP signal was corrected by subtracting a multi-
ple (given by the regression coeﬃcient) of the hemodynamic signal from the
GCaMP signal. Pixel-wise multiplication and subtraction were performed
in the SVD space to allow faster computation.
Pre-processing of mono wavelength imaging datasets
When the hemodynamic correction could not be applied, the GCaMP signal
was linearly detrended.
Usage of F instead of dff
With the exception of the imaging data in Chapter 3: Proof of Principle Ex-
periments, where data are represented as dﬀ (deﬁned as (F−Fbaseline)/Fbaseline
where baseline was the period prior to stimulus presentation), all presented
analysis were performed using F (deﬁned as F −Fmean where mean was the
mean image across the imaging session). The SVD method was developed
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shoftly after the results presented in Chapter 3 had been obtained. To take
advantage of the ease of performing calculations in SVD space, this method
was adopted for all later analyses, as any linear operation can be performed
on the temporal component V, and the result can then be multiplied into
the spatial component U to reconstruct the result in ﬂuorescence values. To
conﬁrm that this approach was valid for the analyses presented in this thesis,
the analysis from Figure 4.13 from the Main Results Chapter was replicated
using dﬀ, which produced the same result (Appendix B).
Mapping of visual and auditory cortex in Chapter 3
Outlines of visual and auditory cortices were identiﬁed in each mouse by
sensory stimulation using sweeping bars (Kalatsky and Stryker, 2003) for
visual cortex, and repeated pure tone pips of diﬀerent frequencies for audi-
tory cortex (see section 2.4.2). The resulting visual and auditory responses
in Chapter 3 were analysed using tools developed by other members of the
group (Benucci et al., 2007; Pisauro et al., 2013; Carandini et al., 2015;
Shimaoka et al., 2018).
For visual cortex, retinotopic maps were generated by applying a Fourier
analysis to the neural responses and extracting the component at the fre-
quency of the sweeping bars. The phase of the component is given by when
the response reached its maximum value relative to the beginning of the stim-
ulus cycle. This maximum value varied according to when the bar moved
through the receptive ﬁeld, and since the receptive ﬁelds in visual cortex
are retinotopically organised, this phase analysis allows the creation of the
retinotopic maps. A retinotopic map was considered ‘good enough’ when a
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horizontal phase gradient was observed that was indicative of primary vi-
sual cortex (V1) (in most cases, phase reversals were also clearly visible,
indicating higher visual areas), and the visual stimuli elicited amplitude re-
sponses that were restricted to the cortical region that was stereotaxically
expected to be visual cortex. All animals whose data are presented in this
thesis passed this criterion except EJ012, which was excluded from analysis
pertaining to visual cortex. In order to generate the outlines of visual cortex
in section 3.1 (Imaging visual and auditory cortex simultaneously with wide-
field imaging), the amplitude of the component was used and thresholded to
yield responses restricted to visual cortex.
For auditory cortex, amplitude maps were generated by averaging the re-
sponses across the diﬀerent tonal frequencies of stimulation. The resulting
average amplitude map was then used and thresholded, same as for visual
cortex, to yield responses restricted to auditory cortex. An auditory cor-
tex map was considered ’good enough’ when auditory stimuli provoked the
largest amplitude responses in the cortical region that was stereotaxically ex-
pected to be auditory cortex, and when high (above 12kHz) and low (below
8kHz) tonal frequency stimuli elicited responses in spatially separate cortical
regions. (In many cases, a given tonal stimulus also elicited responses in sev-
eral cortical regions, indicating primary and secondary auditory responses.)
All animals whose data are presented in this thesis passed this criterion.
ROI selection in Chapter 4
The visual cortex (VIS) region of interest (ROI) was chosen as the centre
of the stimulus response to contralateral stimuli within the visual task. The
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auditory cortex ROI (AUD) was based on the auditory cortex maps obtained
by passive stimulation. The responses to diﬀerent frequencies were averaged
and the ROI was selected from the area with the highest mean response and
which was responsive to the frequencies used within the auditory task.
The somatosensory cortex ROI (SS) was chosen from the area that was
stereotaxically estimated to be the barrel cortex and which was qualitatively
observed to be active during whisking and movement. The retrosplenial cor-
tex ROI (RSP) was estimated stereotaxically and chosen from posterior RSP
as this was the visible part of RSP in the unilateral imaging experiments.
The secondary motor cortex ROI (MO) was estimated stereotaxically.
In the unilaterally imaged animals, ROIs were placed in visual, auditory,
somatosensory and retrosplenial cortex, except in the following animals:
• FR053: Only one ROI in visual cortex was considered because of the
smaller 2-photon imaging window.
• EJ012: ROIs were placed only in auditory, somatosensory and retros-
plenial cortex. Visual cortex was excluded because of growth under the
imaging window above visual cortex which rendered the ﬂuorescence
signal too noisy.
In the bilaterally imaged animals, ROIs were placed in visual, somatosen-
sory, retrosplenial and secondary motor cortex in all animals. Each ROI was
selected as a single pixel, which in practice however covers more than the sin-
gle pixel due to the spatial smoothing resulting from the SVD representation
(see Section 2.5.2: Dimensionality reduction, and Appendix A).
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Spectral analysis
Spectral analysis was performed using the chronux toolbox (http://chronux.org;
Mitra & Bokil 2008).
Due to technical constraints (the slow dynamics of GCaMP, and the maximal
imaging frame rates of 30-50Hz that imposed a Nyquist limit of between 15-
25Hz), the spectral analysis focused on low frequency oscillations.
Where experiments had been conducted in animals from diﬀerent geno-
types, their results were pooled together and analysed together. This was
done because the spectral analysis yielded consistent results according to be-
havioural condition in all genotypes examined, including between GCaMP6f
and GCaMP6s animals (detailed further in Section 4.1.1).
Power diﬀerence map computation
As explained under Section 2.5.2 (Dimensionality reduction), for a given
pixel n, the ﬂuorescence over time was represented by
fn(t) = Un · V =
500∑
i=1
UniVit (2.7)
where Un is the row within U corresponding to pixel n. Therefore, the
Fourier transform of fn(t) was calculated as
fˆn(ω) =
500∑
i=1
UniVˆ (ω) (2.8)
where ^ denotes the Fourier transform and ω denotes frequency.
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To compute the power in the frequency band of interest 3-6Hz, I calculated:
6Hz∑
ω=3Hz
fˆn(ω)fˆn
∗
(ω) (2.9)
The power spectrum for all pixels was then computed using matrix multi-
plication. This procedure allowed for a more eﬃcient computation, at least
an order of magnitude faster than without the SVD compression.
Finally, this was reshaped into a 2-dimensional ‘Power map’ P (x, y) where
x and y are spatial dimensions.
This method was devised by a former postdoctoral fellow in the group,
Michael Okun.
I computed these power maps during the ITI or quiescent period for each
trial separately and then computed the average power for choice and neglect
conditions:
Pchoice(x, y) =
1
zchoice
zchoice∑
i=1
P (x, y) (2.10a)
Pneglect(x, y) =
1
zneglect
zneglect∑
i=1
P (x, y) (2.10b)
The power diﬀerence maps were then computed as follows:
PDiff (x, y) = 10 · log10(
Pchoice
Pneglect
) (2.11)
The multiplication by 10 is applied to turn the power ratios into units in
decibels.
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The same principle applied for computing power diﬀerence maps between
movement and no movement trials, correct and incorrect trials, and so on.
In the power diﬀerence maps shown in the ﬁgures, pixels with average power
(over time) below the 20th percentile were set to black. This procedure
eﬀectively masks pixels outside the brain.
Computation of powerspectra in Figure 4.4
The ﬂuorescence time course fn(t) was reconstructed for the pixel n rep-
resenting the visual cortex ROI. Then, the baseline period was extracted
for each trial and the powerspectrum computed using a multi-taper Fourier
transform. The ‘Power Ratio’ was computed for each experiment by com-
puting the average powerspectra for choice and neglect trials:
fˆchoice(ω) =
1
zchoice
zchoice∑
i=1
fˆn (2.12a)
fˆneglect(ω) =
1
zneglect
zneglect∑
i=1
fˆn (2.12b)
and then taking the ratio between the two:
fˆratio(ω) =
fˆchoice(ω)
fˆneglect(ω)
(2.13)
Finally, the mean and SEM across all experiments were computed.
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Stimulus response analysis
In order to exclude possible eﬀects of movement, I only considered the data
from animals that had been trained to remain still after stimulus onset in the
analysis of stimulus responses. EJ012 was excluded from this analysis as it
had developed growth under the imaging window above visual cortex, which
rendered the signal from visual cortex too noisy. EJ011 was excluded from
the analysis because of poor performance in the visual task during imaging
days. Therefore, only the data from EJ010, EJ013, EJ015 and FR053 was
considered in this analysis.
Amplitude
The amplitude of the stimulus response was estimated as the ﬂuorescence
at the visual cortex ROI averaged over 0.1-0.3 seconds post stimulus onset
in the GCaMP6f animals, and 0.2-0.4 seconds post stimulus onset in the
GCaMP6s animals (the diﬀerent time window was used because of the slower
dynamics of GCaMP6s). Unless otherwise stated, the stimulus response was
baseline subtracted and the frame at time zero of stimulus onset was used
as the baseline.
Spatial spread
To assess whether there was a diﬀerence in the extend of cortical activation
around the centre of the stimulus response, I created a square ROI around
the central pixel that extended 25 pixels in each direction (medial, lateral,
frontal and posterior). I computed the average stimulus response to the
smallest contralateral contrast in each dataset, and used this as a threshold
to ask how many pixels within the extended ROI had a value higher than
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this threshold. The resulting number of pixels was used as a measure of the
spatial spread of the stimulus response. In the majority of datasets, 10% was
the smallest contrast condition. In the datasets in which 25% was the small-
est contrast condition, the threshold was normalised by dividing by 2, as
the average response amplitude to a 25% contrast was approximately twice
the average response amplitude of a 10% contrast; otherwise, the threshold
in these datasets would have been higher than in the ones containing 10%
contrast trials.
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2.5.3 Pupil analysis
The eye recordings were analysed using custom written software developed
by a postdoctoral researcher, Michael Krumin.
In short, for each video frame, the image is cropped to a manually selected
ROI containing the pupil. The image is smoothed with a 2D Gaussian ﬁlter
of manually selected width and thresholded using a manually selected inten-
sity threshold that diﬀerentiates between pixels inside and outside the pupil.
A 2D ellipse is ﬁtted to the contour corresponding to the selected intensity
value by minimizing the mean squared error of the following equation:
Ax2i +Bxiyi + Cy
2
i +Dxi + Eyi = 1 (2.14)
where xiyi are the coordinates of the contour. The pupil area was computed
from this ﬁt ellipse, and this measure was used as the pupil size.
Frames for which no contour could be detected or for which the ﬁt ellipse was
outside the range of possible values were excluded. This usually occurred
due to blinks or grooming. In order to detect such frames, the frame was
cropped to the lower half of the eye, and the correlation coeﬃcient between
the cropped frame and the corresponding average frame was calculated, as
well as the mean intensity of the cropped frame. These two measures were
then plotted against each other, and a classiﬁer was manually adjusted to
ﬁnd combinations of values that were indicative of blinks or grooms (see
Figure 2.3). All frames that fell within the ranges in the classiﬁer, as well as
the 10 previous and following frames, were set to NaN values and thereby
excluded.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the classifier used to identify blinks.
Top: The orange and cyan circle around the pupil in the open eye example indi-
cates the pupil fit found by the algorithm. The red ‘B’s in the top corners in the
blink example indicate that the algorithm identified this as a blink frame. The
cyan fine dotted line going across the centre of image corresponds to the upper
border of the cropped frame.
Bottom: The mean intensity of each frame (mean) plotted against the correlation
coefficient ρ. Each dot corresponds to one frame. The dotted outline indicates
the classifier that has been manually adjusted to include frames that are blinks:
all the dots inside the classifier are classed as blinks and are coloured red; the
remaining dots (outside the classifier) are green or blue and indicate non-blinks.
The black circles highlight the dots that correspond to the frames at the top.
After this process, a further pre-processing step was applied during which
the pupil trace was ﬁltered using a second order digital Butterworth ﬁl-
ter between 0.0001 and 1Hz. Finally, the ﬁltered pupil trace was linearly
interpolated to correspond to the time points of the neural recordings.
A few datasets were entirely excluded entirely from analysis due to poor
quality. (Note that the corresponding neural recordings were still included.)
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Whisker motion analysis
The whisker motion analysis was performed using a software developed by
a former PhD student in the lab, Carsen Stringer.
In the eye movies that also contained the whisker pad, an ROI was drawn
around the whiskers near the snout of the animal. The whisker motion was
computed as the absolute value of the diﬀerence of two frames within the
ROI and summed over pixels greater than a threshold that was manually
adjusted for each experiment.
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2.5.4 Statistics
Unless otherwise speciﬁed, all statistical tests were carried out with a one-
sample t-test to test the null hypothesis that the power diﬀerences or reaction
time correlations across experiments in each ROI come from populations
with mean zero. This test was chosen because a single experiment was
often underpowered to detect a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between conditions (the
behavioural conditions could not be balanced since they were a result of the
natural ﬂuctuations in behaviour of the animals, which were highly variable
across days and animals).
In addition, one-way ANOVAs were employed to test the null hypothesis
that the power diﬀerences did not diﬀer between the diﬀerent cortical re-
gions of interest. Multiple comparisons were adjusted using Tukey’s honest
signiﬁcant diﬀerence criterion.
Where correlations are reported, these were calculated using Pearson’s cor-
relation coeﬃcient. The conﬁdence interval was calculated for each dataset
(and therefore each correlation), but since the correlation coeﬃcients were
pooled together to ask whether there was a consistent correlation across
experiments, the conﬁdence intervals reported consist of the averaged conﬁ-
dence intervals across datasets.
In the pupil analysis (Sections 4.1.4 and 4.2.2), data were analysed with one-
way analysis of covariance models (ANCOVA) ﬁtting separate but parallel
lines to the data per behavioural condition. To assess whether behavioural
condition improved the prediction of cortical state from pupil size, we tested
the null hypothesis that behavioural condition had no eﬀect and that the
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intercepts of the resulting ﬁtted lines would therefore not diﬀer. To quantify
the size of the eﬀect of the condition, we computed the ‘intercept diﬀerence’
between the conditions. Multiple comparisons were adjusted using Tukey’s
honest signiﬁcant diﬀerence criterion.
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Chapter 3
Proof of Principle Experiments
In this chapter, I will present results from selected early experiments which
served as a foundation for the main experiments and results presented in
Chapter 4.
This chapter contains:
• The results that demonstrate that simultaneous wideﬁeld imaging of
visual and auditory cortex is possible.
• The behavioural experiments and the conclusions I drew from them
that determined the parameters of the visual and auditory tasks I used
in my main experiments.
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3.1 Imaging visual and auditory cortex simul-
taneously with widefield imaging
To assess brain state in visual and auditory cortex, I needed to image both
areas at the same time. Visual cortex was routinely imaged in the lab,
and although some of auditory cortex had also been previously imaged with
wideﬁeld imaging (Carandini et al., 2015), this was largely restricted to the
secondary auditory cortical areas that lie dorsally. Primary auditory cortex
is very lateral on the mouse brain and therefore not entirely visible from a top
view. Accordingly, I needed to establish new surgical and imaging methods
that would provide access to the more lateral parts of the auditory cortex,
including primary auditory cortex. I received help in learning how to expose
auditory cortex during surgery and how to perform imaging in auditory
cortex from Andrew King’s Lab at the University of Oxford and Tara Keck’s
Lab at UCL. The surgical and imaging procedures that I established are
described in Sections 2.2 and 2.4 of the Methods Chapter.
3.1.1 Retinotopic mapping of visual cortex
The imaging angle during my experiments was steeper than usual to capture
the signal from auditory cortex. Therefore, it was important to evaluate
whether this may have a detrimental eﬀect on the signal obtained from
visual cortex. An easy method for evaluating this was to perform retinotopic
mapping (see Methods, Section 2.4.2).
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Figure 3.1: Retinotopic responses in visual cortex to a sweeping bar at 2Hz.
A. Overview of the cortical areas within the imaging window. SS = somatosensory
cortex, RSP = retrosplenial cortex, VIS = visual cortex, AUD = auditory cortex.
B. Phase map of the response to the sweeping bar stimulus (depicted at the bottom
of C), where colour denotes phase and colour intensity denotes amplitude of the
response.
C. Space averaged fluorescence traces from the ROIs (black squares) denoted in
B. The traces show 2Hz oscillations that are out of phase with each other. The
peaks correspond to the (delayed response) to the time-points during which the
bar crossed the respective visual receptive fields.
The two examples in Figure 3.1 show that despite the steeper imaging angle,
reliable retinotopic responses could be captured from visual cortex.
3.1.2 Auditory cortex mapping
The next step was to conﬁrm that I could get a good signal from auditory
cortex and that I also captured primary auditory cortex in my imaging
window. To do this, I played auditory stimuli (either tone sweeps from to 2
to 64kHz, as shown in the example in Figure 3.2, or tone pips ranging from
4 to 32kHz, repeating at 2 or 3Hz) during the same imaging session during
which I had played visual stimuli.
The presence of several peaks within auditory cortex in response to a given
frequency (Figure 3.2) indicates that I successfully captured responses from
primary and secondary auditory cortices.
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Figure 3.2: Auditory cortex response to an auditory stimulus sweeping from 2 to
64 kHz.
A.
B. Time traces obtained from the ROIs (black squares) in A. Yellow bar indicates
stimulus duration.
C. Overview of cortical areas in the imaging window (same as in Figure 3.1(ii)).
D. & E. Average responses at 3kHz and 12kHz, respectively, corresponding to the
frames at the time points of maximal response in ROI 1 (blue) and ROI 2 (orange).
Putting visual and auditory cortex maps together
The ﬁnal step was to produce maps of visual and auditory cortex in each
animal. To achieve this, I used the mean amplitude maps obtained from each
sensory stimulation (see Methods, Section 2.5.2), set a threshold at 60% of
the maximum amplitude for each sensory modality, and included all pixels
that had amplitudes above this threshold.
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Figure 3.3: Maps of visual and auditory cortex obtained during a single imaging
session in 5 different animals.
Areas shaded in blue denote visual cortex, areas shaded in red denote auditory
cortex. The shaded areas were obtained by calculating the mean amplitude map
for each sensory stimulus.
3.1.3 Summary & Conclusions
I showed that it is possible to obtain satisfactory maps of both visual and
auditory cortical function during the same session by imaging at an angle of
-30◦. This demonstrated that it was possible to obtain a good signal from
both sensory cortices simultaneously.
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3.2 Mice can learn both visual and auditory
tasks
3.2.1 Training mice on visual and auditory 2AFC tasks
I began the behavioural training by training three pilot animals (EJ001,
EJ002 and EJ003; female C57Bl/6 mice, aged 8 weeks at behavioural train-
ing onset) in the visual 2 alternative forced choice (2AFC) task that is com-
monly used in the lab. All animals successfully learned this task and achieved
70% performance within 15 training days and produced good psychometric
curves (Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: Pilots Performance in the Visual 2AFC.
L50 and L20 denote left contrast values, 50% and 20%, respectively, and R20
and H50 corresponding denote right contrast values. Data was pooled from 23,
20 and 13 sessions from EJ001, EJ002 and EJ003, respectively, after the animals
reached a threshold of 60% performance. Errorbars represent standard error of
the mean. Psychometric curves were fitted with the model described in Section
2.5.1 (equations 2.1, 2.2).
I then introduced the animals to the ﬁrst version of the auditory task, in
which the stimuli had tonal frequencies of 8 and 32 kHz, and the animals
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had to bring the stimuli to a middle tonal frequency of 16kHz.
I started the auditory training by giving a block of auditory stimuli after a
block of visual stimuli, but in this case, the animals didn’t seem motivated
to perform a new task after the familiar one. I therefore proceeded to train
the animals on the auditory task only until they showed learning in this
task. Upon this change, all pilot animals successfully learned the auditory
task and achieved above 70% within 10 training days (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: Pilots Performance in the Auditory 2AFC.
H2 and H1 refer to high tonal frequency, while L1 and L2 refer to low tonal
frequency. Only one amplitude level was used at this early stage of training. Data
was pooled from 5 sessions from each animal after they reached a threshold of 60%
performance. Errorbars represent standard error of the mean.
At this point, I began training the animals with consecutive blocks of visual
and auditory stimuli, and I introduced more diﬃcult stimuli into both tasks
to obtain psychometric curves. The visual task was made more diﬃcult by
introducing lower contrasts, and the auditory task was made more diﬃcult
by introducing background white noise over which the auditory stimuli had
to be detected, and by lowering the amplitude of target stimuli. All animals
obtained 60% performance or higher on the more diﬃcult versions of both
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tasks.
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Figure 3.6: Pilots Performance when performing both tasks on the same day.
Top: Psychometric curves. Bottom: normalised reaction times (RT) RT
min(RT ) .
However, the auditory task appeared to be more diﬃcult, as the animals
consistently performed better in the visual task (Figure 3.6i). In addition,
their responses and reaction times to the high frequency stimuli made me
suspect that they were performing the auditory task using a detection rather
than a discrimination strategy: they responded much faster to low frequency
stimuli, and only showed an amplitude dependent modulation in response
to low frequency stimuli (Figure 3.6ii).
I therefore tested how animals would respond to zero amplitude trials. If
they had learned to discriminate between the high and low frequency stim-
uli, then zero amplitude trials should evoke a random choice, akin to zero
contrast trials in the visual task. Instead, the animals consistently made
‘high frequency’ choices in response to zero amplitude trials (Table 3.1).
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EJ001 EJ002 EJ003
1st attempt 82% Right Choice 60% Right Choice 77% Right Choice
Including
bait trials
66% Right Choice 58% Right Choice 67% Right Choice
Table 3.1: Pilot animals give the same response to zero amplitude trials as to high
frequency trials.
Note that a trial is repeated when the animal makes an incorrect choice; these
trials are referred to as bait trials.
Total trial numbers were between 150-200 trials per mouse.
Since these results suggested that the animals may not have been able to
hear the high frequency stimuli, I reduced the frequency range to 11.3kHz -
22.6kHz, whilst keeping the same target frequency of 16kHz.
(i) EJ001 (ii) EJ002 (iii) EJ003
Figure 3.7: Pilots Auditory Task Performance on second frequency range.
Average over 7 days.
I continued training the pilot animals on this task for 6 weeks, however they
did not show any learning with the new frequency range and their responses
remained heavily biased or at chance level (Figure 3.7). Since they may have
simply been confused by the change, I aborted their training and started to
train new animals.
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Training mice on the auditory task first
Two animals (EJ004 and EJ005; male GCaMP3 transgenic mice) which had
previously been used to pilot audio-visual wideﬁeld imaging were recruited to
serve as behavioural pilot animals. Speciﬁcally, I wanted to know whether
starting behavioural training with the auditory task might be helpful for
learning this task.
I started training them on the auditory 2AFC task with the modiﬁed fre-
quency range (11.3 to 22.6 kHz). These animals however did not show any
motivation to learn the task during the ﬁrst week of training (at this early
learning stage, animals usually turn the wheel randomly to obtain some re-
ward, these mice however performed barely any trials), so I aborted their
training (Data not shown).
I tried training another animal (EJ010) on the auditory task ﬁrst (with a
frequency range of 6-10kHz), but this mouse also did not show any learning
after 2 weeks of training. However, when I introduced this animal to the
visual task, it successfully learned this within a week (Data not shown).
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Conclusions drawn from these pilot experiments
Altogether, these results showed that although the mice did not pick up the
desired strategy in the auditory 2AFC task, mice were capable of learning 2
tasks, using visual and auditory stimuli, and that they could perform both
visual and auditory tasks consecutively on the same day.
In addition, these experiments suggested that the visual task is easier, and
that learning to respond to auditory stimuli was easier for animals that al-
ready knew the visual task. This may be because they were already familiar
with the concept of having to move the steering wheel to obtain a reward.
In order to make the learning of the tasks easier, the behavioural training
of all subsequent animals was started on the visual task.
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3.2.2 Training mice on 2AUC versions of the tasks
Since the ﬁrst pilot animals had performed the auditory task as a detection
rather than discrimination task, I modiﬁed the task to incorporate a feature
that had been successfully implemented by another postdoctoral researcher
in the group (Nick Steinmetz) in the visual task: setting a ﬁnite response
window and including zero contrast trials in which animals had to report
the absence of a stimulus by remaining still (not moving the wheel in either
direction) during the response window, which was called a no-go response.
This version of the task is referred to as the 2 alternative unforced choice
(2AUC) task. In the visual task, this paradigm forces the animal to attend
both visual ﬁelds. In the visual 2AFC task, it would also be possible to
perform the task with a detection rather than discrimination strategy by
paying attention to one visual ﬁeld only: if there was no stimulus in one
ﬁeld, the stimulus had to be in the other ﬁeld. Whereas in a 2AUC task,
the absence of a stimulus in one visual ﬁeld could indicate either a stimulus
in the other visual ﬁeld, or no stimulus altogether. I therefore decided to
change both visual and auditory tasks to 2AUC versions, with the auditory
2AUC task having zero amplitude trials added that would require no-go
responses.
My next animals were GCaMP6 triple transgenic animals, which were also
imaged during behaviour in order to obtain the ﬁrst data sets of my main
experiments (described in more detail in Chapter 4). These animals suc-
cessfully learned the visual 2AFC task, and when they performed equally
well with a ﬁnite response window (Figure 3.8), I introduced the zero con-
trast trials. All animals achieved good performance in the visual 2AUC task
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(Figure 3.9). (The data in Figure 3.9 comes from days during which the
animals were imaged during behaviour. The neural recording results will be
discussed in Chapter 4.)
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Figure 3.8: Visual 2AFC Performance with a finite response window.
Note the low occurrence of no-go responses (middle panel), which shows that the
animals successfully make a choice within the response window. The responses in
this task were fit with a probabilistic model, described in Section 2.5.1 (equations
2.1, 2.3, 2.4).
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Figure 3.9: Visual 2AUC Performance.
Note the high probability of no-go responses at zero contrast (middle panel), which
is the correct response in this condition. The responses were fit with the same
model as in Figure 3.8.
After obtaining neural recordings from the animals on the visual 2AUC
task, I proceeded to train them on the auditory task. I began by training
the animals on the 2AFC version of the auditory task, with a modiﬁed tonal
frequency range: 8-15kHz. This range was chosen in order to avoid animals
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becoming incapable of hearing the higher frequency stimuli as they aged
since behavioural training could extend over several months. In addition
sound calibration experiments in the training rigs showed that the ampli-
tudes of the diﬀerent frequencies within this range were mostly stable and
unaﬀected by potential resonances (Appendix A).
All animals successfully learned the auditory 2AFC task with a ﬁnite re-
sponse window in the new frequency range (Figure 3.10), although one an-
imal (EJ009) appeared to respond only to the lower frequency stimulus. I
then proceeded to introducing the zero amplitude trials that required no-go
responses.
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Figure 3.10: Auditory 2AFC Performance with a finite response window and a
frequency range of 8-15kHz.
The responses were fit with the same model as in Figure 3.8.
Disappointingly, the introduction of zero amplitude trials in the auditory
task seemed to confuse them. They did not generalise the concept of a
no-go to the auditory task and did not achieve a performance level above
55%. Figure 3.11 shows their performance in the auditory 2AUC task after
4 weeks of training. Note that it seemed that EJ006 and EJ007 adopted
opposite strategies: EJ006 appeared to perform the task by paying attention
to the low frequency stimuli only and correctly providing right choices in
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this condition, whilst performing at chance level between no-go and left
choices for the high frequency and zero amplitude stimuli. EJ007 in contrast
appeared to pay attention to the high frequency stimuli, as it correctly
provided left choices with high probability in this condition, but its responses
to the low frequency and zero amplitude stimuli were random.
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Figure 3.11: Auditory 2AUC Performance.
Only animals EJ006 and EJ007 were trained on the 2AUC version of the task,
as EJ009 was performing poorly on the 2AFC version (see Figure 3.10). The
responses were fit with the same model as in Figure 3.9.
Conclusions drawn from the 2AUC experiments
Mice readily learned a 2AUC version of the task with visual stimuli, but
not with auditory stimuli. They did not generalise the concept of a no-
go response from the visual to the auditory task, possibly because they
associated the no-go response with the visual task, or maybe because the
auditory task was harder than the visual task.
I cannot exclude that they may have learned the auditory 2AUC task after
prolonged training. However, since this would have taken disproportionately
longer than with the visual 2AUC task, which the animals learned within 2
weeks whilst after 4 weeks of training in the auditory 2AUC they were still
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performing poorly, I decided to not pursue the 2AUC versions in my future
experiments, and return to the 2AFC format.
3.2.3 Summary & Conclusions
Altogether, these experiments showed that mice could learn both visual and
auditory tasks, and that they could perform them on the same day. Speciﬁ-
cally, whilst mice learned both visual and auditory 2AFC tasks readily, they
only did well on a visual but not auditory 2AUC task. I therefore decided
to proceed with the 2AFC versions in future experiments, even if this meant
that the mice might employ a detection rather than discrimination strategy.
Since a detection strategy still engages the animals with the stimulus in a
given sensory modality - vision or hearing - I concluded that this was still
suﬃcient in terms of behaviour for the scientiﬁc question I want to ask:
Does engaging with a sensory stimulus desynchronise the sensory cortex of
the modality that is being attended to? With this strategy, I could still make
animals perform blocks of visual and auditory behaviour back to back, and
investigate what may change in terms of brain states.
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Chapter 4
Main Results:
Cortical state fluctuations during
sensory decision-making
In this chapter, I will be addressing the main question of my thesis:
• Does engaging with a speciﬁc sensory modality lead to a localised brain
state in the cortex of the sensory modality being used?
In order to do this, I will ﬁrst go through the results from the visual tasks
(Section 4.1), and then the results from the auditory 2AFC and an auditory
distractor task that I devised (Section 4.2).
My initial plan had been to image animals as they were performing these
tasks in consecutive blocks, which would allow me to assess what happens
when animals switch attention from one sensory modality to another. How-
ever, this was not possible in the end (explained in detail in Section 5.1 of
the Discussion Chapter), which meant that I had to change my strategy for
investigating the main question of my thesis. As the subsequent sections
will show, I found diﬀerences in cortical states within a given task; speciﬁ-
cally I found that cortical states correlated with ﬂuctuations in the level of
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engagement during task performance. This allowed me to address the main
question of my thesis from the following angle:
• Are the performance related cortical state changes local or global?
• Do these changes depend on the sensory modality that was required in a
given task?
• In other words, is optimal performance related to localised state changes
in the cortex of the sensory modality being used?
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4.1 Brain state fluctuations during visual de-
cision making
The level of engagement varies during task performance
Following the results from my behavioural pilot experiments (see Chapter
3), I returned to using the 2AFC format in the visual task with a ﬁnite
response window (see also Methods Section 2.3). As I wanted to investigate
performance, I classiﬁed trials into three groups according to outcome: cor-
rect trials; incorrect trials (turning the wheel in the wrong direction); and
neglect trials, in which no response was made before the trial timed out.
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Figure 4.1: Example behavioural session from a visual 2AFC task.
A. Psychometric Curves. B. Performance over time in the course of one experi-
mental session.
Figure 4.1 illustrates that despite an otherwise good performance during
the task (A), the level of engagement ﬂuctuated and intermittent incorrect
and neglect trials occurred throughout the session. Although the example in
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Figure 4.1B shows an extreme example of disengagement in which the animal
provided neglect responses for several consecutive trials before engaging with
the task again, the majority of datasets contained neglect trials (Figure
4.2A) which often occurred in sequence, thus making for periods of neglect
of varying lengths across the datasets (Figure 4.2B).
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Figure 4.2: Neglect trial occurrences across sessions.
A. Overall neglect trial occurrences. Left: box-whisker plot illustrating distribu-
tion of total number of trials across all datasets. Right top: Number of neglect
trials per session across datasets. Right bottom: Neglect trials as a percentage
per session across all datasets.
B. Neglect period occurrences and lengths. Left: distribution of neglect period
lengths across all datasets, right: number of neglect periods per session across all
datasets
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4.1.1 Cortical state in V1 correlates with engagement
Given the relationship between arousal and brain states, I hypothesized
that the periods of disengagement would correspond to a more synchronized
cortical state, characterised by increased low frequency power. I began the
analysis of this question by investigating cortical states in visual cortex, and
I focused on the region of primary visual cortex (V1) retinotopically aligned
to the task stimuli (see Figure 4.3 Ai).
I found a robust relationship of trial type to the power spectrum of the
calcium signal during the pre-stimulus baseline period of each trial (Figure
4.3 B-C). Low frequency power was greater in neglect than choice trials,
with the largest diﬀerence in the 3-6Hz frequency band which is why I used
this frequency band in all further analysis. This relationship was present
consistently across all datasets (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.3: Low frequency power correlates with behavioural state.
A. (i) Stimulus triggered average response with the Allen atlas cortical borders
superimposed. Black dot indicates the pixel from which the traces in B are drawn.
(ii) Cartoon of the Allen common-coordinate framework atlas highlighting the
outlines of the cortical regions within the imaging window in (i).
B. Single trial examples from representative choice (ii) trial and neglect (i) trials.
Yellow background indicates baseline period, during which there was no stimulus
present. Blue background indicates presence of a contralateral visual stimulus.
Green dotted line in the choice trial indicates choice time (when the stimulus
crossed the threshold in the centre). Dark grey dotted line in the neglect trial
indicates timeout (the animal failed to provide a choice and a neglect trial is
registered).
C. Powerspectra computed from the baseline (yellow highlights in B) periods of
the example trials.
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Figure 4.4: Summary Choice/Neglect Power Ratio.
Black line equals mean, shaded area SEM. n = 58 experiments from 15 animals.
The correlation between cortical state and task engagement is not
genotype dependent
All my mice, including the ones whose data are shown in Figures 3.8 - 3.11
and 4.1 - 4.4, were triple-transgenic GCaMP6 animals, which our laboratory
discovered to be prone to interictal (epileptiform) activity (Steinmetz et al.,
2017). At the time of the discovery, I had already collected the bulk of
my data, and I had also already analysed my visual data and found the
results described above. Even though the results ﬁt with the well established
relationship between cortical state and arousal, the discovery of the interictal
activity in some of my datasets nevertheless raised the question whether the
results were due to artefacts of the potentially pathological state of these
animals.
Luckily, another postdoctoral researcher in the group (Nick Steinmetz, who
was the one to discover the epileptiform activity) had been training animals
of diﬀerent genotypes that also expressed GCaMP6s or GCaMP6f in cortical
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excitatory neurons on a similar visual decision making task as I had been
using, and also imaged them during behaviour using wideﬁeld imaging (see
Methods Chapter for details). I therefore included his data in my analyses
and asked whether I could replicate my results from his datasets.
Figure 4.5 depicts the performance of a tetO-GCaMP6s mouse in a 2AUC
version of the visual task, which also presented periods of neglect, which
allowed me to ask whether I would see the same relationship between cortical
state and choice and neglect trials.
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Figure 4.5: Performance in a visual 2AUC task of an animal of a different geno-
type.
A. Psychometric Curves. B. Performance over time in the course of one experi-
mental session.
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Figure 4.6: Low frequency power correlation with behavioural state in a tetO-
GCaMP6s mouse.
A. (i) Stimulus triggered average response with the Allen atlas cortical borders su-
perimposed. (ii) Cartoon of the Allen common-coordinate framework atlas show-
ing the outlines of the cortical regions within the imaging window in (i).
B. Single trial examples from representative choice (ii) trial and neglect (i) trials.
Yellow background indicates baseline period, during which there was no stimulus
present. Blue background indicates presence of a contralateral visual stimulus.
The stimulus appears first and is fixed in position until the go cue appears (in-
dicated by black dashed line), after which the animal can move the stimulus to
provide a choice. Green dotted line in the choice trial indicates choice time (when
the stimulus crossed the threshold in the centre). Dark grey dotted line in the
neglect trial indicates timeout (the animal failed to provide a choice and a neglect
trial is registered).
C. Powerspectra computed from the baseline (yellow highlights in B) periods of
the example trials.
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Importantly, there was indeed a diﬀerence in low frequency power between
choice and neglect trials (Figure 4.6), and there were no signiﬁcant diﬀer-
ences between 3-6Hz power between genotypes (Figure 4.7, ANOVA p>0.05).
I therefore took this as validation of the results I had observed in my data.
(An extensive discussion on the possible eﬀects of interictal activity is pro-
vided in the Limitations Section of the Discussion Chapter.)
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Figure 4.7: Summary 3-6Hz Choice - Neglect power difference in Visual Cortex.
Different genotypes are indicated by different colours; green and dark blue colours
correspond to GCaMP6f expressing animals, all others expressed GCaMP6s. Dif-
ferent symbols indicate different animals.
Overall, these results suggested that there was a signiﬁcant decrease in low
frequency power during choice trials (Figure 4.7), indicating increased desyn-
chronisation in the visual cortex when the animals were engaged in a visual
task.
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Stimulus responses in V1 do not correlate with behaviour
I next investigated whether I would observe any state dependent diﬀerences
in stimulus responses in primary visual cortex (V1) in my data.
Given the diﬀerence in pre-stimulus state that I had observed between choice
and neglect trials, I started by asking whether there was a diﬀerence in the
amplitude of the stimulus responses between choice and neglect trials.
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Figure 4.8: Stimulus response example.
Left: Average stimulus responses to all contrasts presented. Solid lines indicate
contralateral stimuli, dashed lines ipsilateral stimuli. Different shades of blue in-
dicate different contrast values of the stimulus. Red dotted line indicates stimulus
onset.
Middle and right panels: contralateral stimulus responses for choice (green) and
neglect (black), ordered by ascending contrast. Yellow background indicates the
time period that was used to compute the response amplitude. Arrows indicate a
secondary response that was discounted in the analysis as this time period coin-
cided with when the animals were making their behavioural responses.
As expected, there were reliable contrast dependent responses, with in-
creasing contrasts evoking larger amplitude responses (Figures 4.8 and 4.9;
p<0.01, 2-way ANOVA main eﬀect of contrast). Although there was in some
cases a larger stimulus response in choice than in neglect trials (Figure 4.8,
50% contrast), this eﬀect was not consistent across datasets (Figure 4.9;
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p>0.05, 2-way ANOVA main eﬀect of behavioural condition). Note that the
diﬀerence between choice and neglect trials beyond 0.3 seconds (Figure 4.8,
highlighted with black arrows) was most likely caused by movement, either
due to the animal providing a response and/or of the resulting displacement
of the visual stimulus, and was therefore not considered.
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Figure 4.9: Choice versus neglect stimulus response amplitudes in V1.
Circles represent individual datasets, bars represent mean and SEM.
I next asked whether the amplitude of the stimulus response correlated with
any behavioural factors that I had measured (Figure 4.10). There was only a
marginally signiﬁcant correlation between stimulus response amplitude and
reaction time for the 15% and 50% contrasts (p<0.05, pearson’s correlation);
the larger the amplitude the shorter the reaction time.
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(i) V1 3-6Hz Power (ii) Baseline wheel movement
(iii) Time since last movement (iv) Reaction Time.
Figure 4.10: V1 stimulus response correlations.
Circles represent individual datasets. Mean correlations with average confidence
intervals:
(i) 15% 0.18 (-0.29 0.46), 25% 0.01 (-0.33 0.29), 50% -0.09 (-0.43 0.26);
(ii) 15% 0.05 (-0.32 0.44), 25% 0.08 (-0.2 0.42), 50% 0.06 (-0.32 0.4);
(iii) 15% 0.04 (-0.45 0.33), 25% -0.06 (-0.37 0.26), 50% -0.01 (-0.39 0.32);
(iv) 15% -0.17 (-0.51 0.23), 25% -0.01 (-0.38 0.24), 50% -0.07 (-0.46 0.21).
Finally, I considered whether there was a diﬀerence in the extend of corti-
cal activation around the centre of the response (Figure 4.11). There were
no signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the diﬀerent contrasts nor between choice
and neglect (Figure 4.12, p>0.05 2-way ANOVA main eﬀects contrast, be-
havioural condition).
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Figure 4.11: Spatial stimulus response example at the time point of the yellow
highlight in Figure 4.8. Black dot indicates pixel from which the traces are shown
in Figure 4.8. SS (somatosensory), AUD (auditory) and RSP (retrosplenial) cortex
are indicated for reference only.
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Figure 4.12: Spatial extend of choice versus neglect stimulus responses in V1.
Circles represent individual datasets, bars represent mean and SEM.
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In sum, although I observed the typical variability in stimulus responses in
V1, I did not ﬁnd a consistent relationship between this variability and a
behavioural measure. It is possible that stimulus responses do not correlate
with behaviour in this task, or a larger dataset may be required to detect
an eﬀect.
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4.1.2 Cortical state fluctuations are mostly global
The aim of my experiments was to determine whether cortical state ﬂuc-
tuations are global, or whether local diﬀerences can occur. Therefore, I
next asked whether the increase in desynchronisation during choice trials
was speciﬁc to visual cortex, or whether this was a global feature of task
engagement.
To assess cortical state across as many regions of interest (ROIs) as possible,
I combined the experiments performed by myself and Nick Steinmetz. In my
experiments, the left cortical hemisphere was imaged unilaterally which pro-
vided data from all sensory cortices (visual, auditory and somatosensory) as
well as retrosplenial cortex. In Nick’s experiments, the entire dorsal surface
was imaged, which provided data from visual, somatosensory, retrosplenial
and motor cortex.
I found a global decrease in 3-6Hz power which was signiﬁcant in visual,
somatosensory, secondary motor and retrosplenial cortex but not auditory
cortex (one-sample t-tests per ROI, Figure 4.13). Contrary to expectation,
I found the largest eﬀect occurred not in visual cortex but in somatosensory
cortex, which was signiﬁcantly more desynchronised than visual, auditory
and retrosplenial cortex but not motor cortex (p<0.001; SS vs AUD, RSP
p<0.01, SS vs VIS p<0.05, SS vs MO p>0.05, one-way ANOVA). In addi-
tion, visual cortex was also signiﬁcantly more desynchronised than auditory
cortex (p<0.05, on-way ANOVA).
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(i) Example Power Difference Maps in uni- and bilaterally imaged animals.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in selected ROIs.
Figure 4.13: 3-6Hz power differences between choice and neglect trials.
SS: somatosensory cortex, VIS: visual cortex, MO: motor cortex, AUD: auditory
cortex, RSP: retrosplenial cortex.
Different colours indicate genotypes, different symbols different mice (same con-
vention as in Figure 4.7).
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS -1.74 +/-0.28dB, VIS -0.72 +/-
0.23dB, MO -0.85 +/- 0.30, AUD 0.45 +/-0.40dB, RSP -0.53 +/-0.22dB
*** p<0.001; ** p<0.01; * p <0.05; ns: non significant; one-sample t-tests.
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There was no diﬀerence in low frequency power prior to correct and incorrect
choice trials (Figure 4.14) and I subsequently kept them grouped together
under Choice trials. This suggested the diﬀerence in cortical state was more
correlated with arousal and engagement than performance.
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(i) Example Power Difference Maps in uni- and bilaterally imaged animals.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in selected ROIs.
Figure 4.14: 3-6Hz power differences between correct choice and incorrect choice
trials.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS 0.06 +/-0.18dB, VIS 0.10 +/-
0.16dB, MO -0.05 +/- 0.2dB, AUD -0.17 +/-0.43dB, RSP 0.26 +/-0.14dB.
In addition, cortical state also correlated with reaction time. Choice trials
for which the pre-stimulus baseline showed less low frequency power had
faster reaction times (Figure 4.15). The strength of this correlation diﬀered
between areas and the strongest correlations were seen in somatosensory
cortex (p<0.001; SS vs RSP p<0.001, SS vs VIS, AUD p<0.01, SS vs MO
p>0.05; one-way ANOVA).
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(i) Example Power-Reaction Time Correlation Maps in uni- and bilaterally imaged
animals.
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(ii) Summary across all experiments in selected ROIs.
Figure 4.15: Correlation between 3-6Hz power and reaction time.
Mean correlation per ROI with average confidence intervals: SS 0.092 (0.018-
0.022), VIS 0.005 (0.018-0.019), MO 0.048 (0.028-0.039), AUD -0.027 (0.025-
0.029), RSP -0.014 (0.018-0.019).
Altogether, these results suggested that although cortical state did not pre-
dict success, it predicted how quickly an animal responded to a stimulus,
which further supported the idea that cortical desynchronisation related to
task engagement and not performance.
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4.1.3 Movement does not explain the differences in cor-
tical states
Running is associated with more desynchronised states (Vinck et al., 2015).
In the decision making tasks that I described, the mice could not run but
their forepaws were free to move the steering wheel with which they provided
responses, and this type of movement could still have had an eﬀect on cortical
state. The existence of a correlation between state and reaction time but
not state and accuracy particularly suggested that cortical state might be
related to an increased inclination to make movements. I therefore next
asked to what degree movement was driving the diﬀerences in cortical state
between choice and neglect trials.
During engaged periods (when the animal was making choice responses),
animals were more likely to make wheel movements during the pre-stimulus
baseline period than during periods of disengagement (when the animal was
giving neglect responses) (Figure 4.16).
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Figure 4.16: Animals move more during the baseline during engaged periods.
Top: Percent neglect trials over time. Bottom: Wheel movement per baseline over
time.
However, all animals were trained to initiate trials by holding the steering
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wheel still: stimuli would only appear after a quiescent period (QP) of at
least 1 second with no wheel movement. This meant that any baseline
wheel movement that occurred was restricted to the beginning of the baseline
period and that each baseline ended with a period of no movement (Figure
4.17).
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Figure 4.17: Example trials showing wheel movement during baseline.
Choice (left column) and Neglect (right column) trial examples with some (top
row) and no (bottom row) baseline movement.
Yellow background: baseline period, blue background: stimulus on. Thick brown
bar indicates the quiescent period.
The increased desynchronization prior to choice trials persisted when fo-
cusing the analysis on the quiescent periods (one-sample t-tests per ROI,
Figure 4.18). Interestingly, auditory cortex also became signiﬁcantly more
desynchronised prior to choice trials during the quiescent period, and there
was no longer a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between visual and auditory cortex.
Nevertheless, the biggest diﬀerence occurred again in somatosensory cor-
tex, where the diﬀerence was signiﬁcantly bigger than in all other ROIs but
motor cortex (p< 0.001, one-way ANOVA).
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(i) Example Power Difference Maps in uni- and bilaterally imaged animals.
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(ii) Summary across all experiments in selected ROIs.
Figure 4.18: 3-6Hz power differences between choice and neglect trials during the
quiescent period.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS -2.20 +/-0.32dB, VIS -1.12 +/-
0.22dB, MO -1.70 +/-0.42dB, AUD -1.04 +/-0.22dB, RSP -0.74 +/-0.20dB.
Since movements preceding the quiescent period might have continued to
aﬀect brain state during the quiescent period, I also repeated this analysis
on trials during which the animal remained still throughout the entire ITI
(including the period before the QP). This yielded the same results: prior to
choice trials, there was less low frequency power than prior to neglect trials
(one-sample t-tests per ROI, Figure 4.19).
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Figure 4.19: Summary 3-6Hz power differences between choice and neglect trials
in trials with no baseline movement.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS -1.93 +/-0.33dB, VIS -0.81 +/-
0.25dB, MO -2.58 +/-0.71dB, AUD -0.63 +/- 0.23dB, RSP -0.50 +/-0.25dB.
In addition, the correlation with subsequent reaction time persisted during
the quiescent period (Figure 4.20; p<0.001, SS vs RSP p<0.001, SS vs VIS
p<0.01, SS vs AUD, MO p>0.05, one-way ANOVA) and there was also no
signiﬁcant diﬀerence between correct and incorrect trials (Figure 4.21).
Figure 4.20: Summary correlations between 3-6Hz power and reaction time during
the quiescent period.
Mean correlation per ROI with average confidence intervals: SS 0.1 (-0.08 0.27),
VIS 0.02 (-0.17 0.2), MO 0.05 (-0.13 0.21), AUD 0.04 (-0.14 0.22), RSP -0.01 (-0.13
0.21).
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Figure 4.21: Summary 3-6Hz power differences between correct and incorrect
choice trials during the quiescent period.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS 0 +/-0.32dB, VIS 0.26 +/-0.29dB,
MO -0.08 +/-0.25dB, AUD -0.02 +/-0.4dB, RSP 0.22 +/-0.18dB
Altogether, these results suggested that desynchronisation was not driven
by (overt) movement.
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Desynchronisation does not reflect an increased tendency to move
Although the results from the previous section (4.1.3) suggested the desyn-
chronisation prior to choice trials was not driven by ongoing movement, these
results did not exclude the possibility that desynchronisation may reﬂect an
ongoing state in which animals had an increased tendency to move. In order
to distinguish between this possibility, and the alternate possibility that the
desynchronisation might relate to a cognitive state of engagement, I looked
at the data from the tasks in which a correct response did not always re-
quire a wheel movement: the 2AUC tasks that included zero-contrast trials
when the mice had to withhold movement and keep the steering wheel still
to receive a reward. This provided a trial type during which the response
and movement pattern was the same as during neglect trials but where the
cognitive state would have been diﬀerent.
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Figure 4.22: Example wheel traces during the stimulus period.
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In the 2AUC task, trials were classiﬁed into 4 types (Figure 4.22): cor-
rect and incorrect choices (where a stimulus was present and the wheel was
moved); correct no-go (where no stimulus was present and the wheel was
not moved); and neglect (where a stimulus was present but the wheel was
not moved). Providing a response during a no-go trial was considered an
incorrect choice.
Consistent with desynchronization reﬂecting increased cognitive engagement
rather than an inclination toward movement, correct no-go trials showed a
similar pattern of desynchronization as choice trials (Figures 4.23 and 4.24).
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(i) Example Power Difference Maps in uni- and bilaterally imaged animals.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in selected ROIs.
Figure 4.23: 3-6Hz power differences between correct no-go and neglect trials.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS -1.4 +/-0.39dB, VIS -0.49 +/-
0.23dB, MO -0.65 +/-0.33dB, AUD 0.35 +/-0.42dB, RSP -0.41 +/-0.21dB.
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(i) Example Power Difference Maps in uni- and bilaterally imaged animals.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in selected ROIs.
Figure 4.24: 3-6Hz power differences between choice and correct no-go trials.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS -0.07+/-0.19dB, VIS -0.24 +/-
0.15dB, MO -0.2 +/-0.28dB, AUD -0.47 +/-0.42dB, RSP -0.19 +/-0.17dB.
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The difference in cortical state is not driven by whisking
Given that the biggest diﬀerence occurred in somatosensory cortex, one pos-
sibility was that this was driven by increased whisking when the animal was
engaged. I therefore quantiﬁed the amount of whisking in choice and neglect
trials and found that there was no diﬀerence (Figure 4.25, p<0.05 t-test).
!"
Figure 4.25: Average whisker motion in choice and neglect trials.
Each circle represents a dataset, the dotted line connects the corresponding choice
and neglect averages from each dataset.
In conclusion, I have shown that the diﬀerence in cortical state prior to choice
and correct no-go trials could not be explained by ongoing movements nor an
increased tendency to move. Instead, I suggest that the diﬀerence in cortical
state reﬂected a diﬀerence in cognitive state. Nevertheless, it is of course
possible and indeed likely that there is a diﬀerence in muscle tone between
the synchronised and desynchronised state, and that the desynchronised
state during correct no-go trials reﬂect successful suppression of movement
(discussed in more depth in Chapter 5).
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4.1.4 Variations in cortical states are not fully explained
by variations in pupil
Pupil diameter is known to better correlate with brain state than movement,
and also correlates with mental eﬀort in humans (de Gee et al., 2014; Kahne-
man and Beatty, 1966; McGinley et al., 2015). I therefore asked how pupil
diameter related to engagement and brain state, and whether a common
eﬀect of pupil size could explain the correlation between them.
!"
Figure 4.26: Average pupil sizes in choice and neglect trials.
Each circle represents a dataset, the dotted line connects the corresponding choice
and neglect averages from each dataset.
There was no diﬀerence in baseline pupil size between choice and neglect
trials (Figure 4.26; p>0.05, t-test), however, pupil size correlated negatively
with low frequency power: the smaller the pupil, the greater the low fre-
quency power (Figure 4.27). Nevertheless, pupil size did not fully explain
the state-engagement correlation: even restricted to trials with similar pupil
sizes, there was signiﬁcantly less low frequency power in choice than neglect
trials (Figure 4.27, ANCOVA).
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Figure 4.27: 3-6Hz Power as a function of pupil size in choice and neglect trials.
Example of a typical dataset, each circle represents a trial.
A consistent eﬀect of behavioral condition on the relationship between pupil
size and low frequency power was present in all ROIs except for auditory
cortex (Figure 4.28, one-sample t-tests per ROI). The biggest eﬀect of be-
haviour was again seen in somatosensory cortex, which was signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent from visual, auditory and retrosplenial cortex (p<0.001, ANOVA).
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(i) Example ‘Intercept Difference’ Maps in uni- and bilaterally imaged animals.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in selected ROIs.
Figure 4.28: Intercept differences between choice and neglect power as a function
of pupil size.
Mean intercept differences per ROI with SEM: SS -1.76 +/-0.28dB, VIS -0.77
+/-0.18dB, MO -1.01 +/-0.28dB, AUD 0.21 +/-0.32dB, RSP -0.64 +/-0.2dB.
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When looking at the relationship between pupil size and low frequency power
during the quiescent period, the same result persisted: pupil size did not fully
explain the state-engagement correlation, and there remained a signiﬁcant
eﬀect of behavioural condition. This was now present in all ROIs including
auditory cortex (Figure 4.29, one-sample t-tests per ROI), which followed the
previous result that auditory cortex also desynchronised during the quiescent
period (Section 4.1.3, Figure 4.18). The eﬀect in somatosensory cortex was
still signiﬁcantly bigger than all other ROIs except secondary motor cortex
(p<0.001, ANOVA).
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(i) Example ‘Intercept Difference’ Maps in uni- and bilaterally imaged animals.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in selected ROIs.
Figure 4.29: Intercept differences between choice and neglect power as a function
of pupil size during the quiescent period.
Mean intercept differences per ROI with SEM: SS -2.34 +/-0.36dB, VIS -1.2 +/-
0.25dB, MO -1.3 +/-0.3dB, AUD -1.05 +/-0.22dB, RSP -1.03 +/-0.24dB.
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In the 2AUC task, there was a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in low frequency power
between correct no-go and neglect trials (Figure 4.30) but not between choice
and correct no-go trials during trials with similar pupil size (Figure 4.31).
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(i) Example ‘Intercept Difference’ Maps in uni- and bilaterally imaged animals.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in selected ROIs.
Figure 4.30: Intercept differences between correct no-go and neglect power as a
function of pupil size.
Mean intercept differences per ROI with SEM: SS -1.14 +/-0.37dB, VIS -0.6 +/-
0.25dB, MO -0.7 +/-0.28dB, AUD 0.09 +/-0.41dB, RSP -0.5 +/-0.25dB.
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(i) Example ‘Intercept Difference’ Maps in uni- and bilaterally imaged animals.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in selected ROIs.
Figure 4.31: Intercept differences between choice and correct no-go power as a
function of pupil size.
Mean intercept differences per ROI with SEM: SS -0.1 +/-0.1dB, VIS -0.24 +/-
0.14dB, MO -0.29 +/-0.2dB, AUD -0.06 +/-0.18, RSP -0.21 +/-0.13dB.
Altogether, these results suggest that a general measure of arousal, as in-
dicated by pupil size, was not suﬃcient to explain the diﬀerence in cortical
state between choice and neglect trials; if it were, the degree of synchronisa-
tion should have been entirely predicted by pupil size. Instead, whether the
animal was engaged (choice and correct no-go trials) or disengaged (neglect
trials) signiﬁcantly improved the prediction of cortical state, further indi-
cating that the observed engaged state corresponded to a cognitive state of
engagement.
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4.1.5 Reward has a lasting effect on cortical state
I have shown that cortical state was desynchronised across cortex during the
baseline period prior to choice trials, and that this was the case regardless of
whether the animal made a correct or incorrect choice (Section 4.1.2). I next
asked whether this eﬀect persisted after the trial had ended. In order to look
at the trial end and thereby, any possible eﬀects of trial outcome, I analysed
the baseline period of the subsequent trial. Surprisingly, I discovered that
cortical state diﬀered following correct and incorrect trials, suggesting that
cortical state could be inﬂuenced by reward.
To exclude possible eﬀects of the action of reward consumption itself, I
restricted the analysis to the quiescent period of the following trial when the
animals were no longer moving the steering wheel. By then the animals had
ﬁnished licking in 98% of trials (6148/6250, data not shown).
There was a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between correct and incorrect choice trials
in somatosensory, visual and secondary motor cortex during the quiescent
period of the subsequent trials (Figure 4.32). Since both correct and incor-
rect trials involved moving the wheel to provide a choice, but only correct
trials were rewarded, this suggested that reward was the factor driving the
diﬀerence in cortical state.
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(i) Example Power Difference Maps in uni- and bilaterally imaged animals.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in selected ROIs.
Figure 4.32: Post response 3-6Hz power differences between correct choice and
incorrect choice trials.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS -2.14 +/-0.44dB, VIS -0.96 +/-
0.37dB, MO -1.67 +/-0.4dB, AUD -0.93 +/-0.37dB, RSP -0.89 +/-0.38dB.
I next compared correct no-go and neglect responses (Figure 4.33): these
trial types were both characterised by no movement, but equally only one
of them was rewarded. Again, there was signiﬁcant desynchronisation after
the rewarded trial, this time everywhere except for auditory cortex (Figure
4.33).
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(i) Example Power Difference Maps in uni- and bilaterally imaged animals.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in selected ROIs.
Figure 4.33: Post response 3-6Hz power differences between correct no-go and
neglect trials.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS -2.19 +/-0.49dB, VIS -0.96 +/-
0.3dB, MO -1.83 +/-0.4dB, AUD -0.73 +/-0.44dB, RSP -1.1 +/-0.25dB.
Correct and incorrect choices as well as correct no-go trials were associated
with an engaged state (Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3). Thus, in the correct and
incorrect choice comparison, the diﬀerence was indeed most likely driven
by the reward. However, in the correct no-go and neglect comparison, it is
possible that the diﬀerence was at least partly due to the already existing
diﬀerence in brain state between these trial types. In order to make a further
comparison of trial types that were both engaged but where only one type
was rewarded, I looked at the diﬀerence between correct no-go and incorrect
choice trials (Figure 4.34). In this case, there was only a signiﬁcant diﬀerence
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in visual cortex, which was more desynchronised after the correct no-go
trials.
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(i) Example Power Difference Maps in uni- and bilaterally imaged animals.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in selected ROIs.
Figure 4.34: Post response 3-6Hz power differences between correct no-go and
incorrect choice trials.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS -0.39 +/-0.31dB, VIS -0.64 +/-
0.27dB, MO -0.16 +/-0.26dB, AUD -0.59 +/-0.37dB, MO -0.16 +/-0.26dB.
Finally, I also compared correct choice and correct no-go trials: both trial
types were characterised by an engaged state, both resulted in a reward,
however they required diﬀerent responses: movement in the correct choice
trials, and withheld movement in the correct no-go trials (Figure 4.35). In-
terestingly, there was a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in visual and secondary motor
cortex, suggesting that the combination of movement and reward had a more
powerful eﬀect on cortical state in these ROIs than reward alone.
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(i) Example Power Difference Maps in uni- and bilaterally imaged animals.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in selected ROIs.
Figure 4.35: Post response 3-6Hz power differences between correct choice and
correct no-go trials.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS -0.24 +/-0.23dB, VIS -0.43 +/-
0.2dB, MO -0.47 +/-0.17dB, AUD 0.21 +/-0.33dB, RSP -0.28 +/-0.16dB.
In summary, these results reveal a previously unrecognised eﬀect of reward
on cortical state. In contrast to the engagement related cortical state diﬀer-
ences, the eﬀect of reward was not global and may depend on what action
lead to the rewarded outcome.
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Effect of white noise in incorrect trials
In some of the animals, incorrect responses (incorrect choices or neglects)
were accompanied by a white noise burst during the time-out. It is possible
that time-out alone versus time-out with white noise burst had diﬀerent ef-
fects on cortical state. To investigate this, I computed the “correct - neglect”
and “correct - incorrect” post-response power diﬀerences (with the same pro-
cedure that was used to assess the reward eﬀect), and asked whether there
was a diﬀerence between animals that had or had not received a white noise
burst. (All animals trained in the 2AUC version of the task were trained
with a white noise burst, therefore I could not make any comparisons with
correct no-go trials. Similarly, all bilaterally imaged animals were trained
with a white noise burst, therefore I could not assess the eﬀect in motor
cortex.)
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Figure 4.36: Summary post response 3-6Hz power differences between correct and
neglect trials, comparing time-out only (TO) and white noise burst (WN) datasets.
** and ns indicate whether there was a significant difference between TO and WN.
When comparing the “correct - neglect” post response power, there was no
eﬀect of whether or not a noise burst was present except in somatosensory
cortex, where the diﬀerence between correct and neglect low frequency power
was signiﬁcantly bigger in the time-out only than the noise burst condition
(Figure 4.36).
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However, when comparing the “correct - incorrect” post response power,
the diﬀerence between correct and incorrect power was signiﬁcantly bigger
in the time-out only than the noise burst condition everywhere except in
visual cortex (Figure 4.37).
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Figure 4.37: Summary post response 3-6Hz power differences between correct
and incorrect trials, comparing time-out only (TO) and white noise burst (WN)
datasets.
***, * and ns indicate whether there was a significant difference between TO and
WN.
Altogether, these results suggest that the white noise burst may have had a
desynchronising eﬀect as well: since reward is desynchronising, if the white
noise also had a desynchronising eﬀect, this would lead to a smaller diﬀer-
ence between rewarded and white noise comparisons than between rewarded
and time-out only comparisons. The white noise burst is designed to be
unpleasant and a mild punishment, which may therefore have an eﬀect on
arousal and thus also on cortical state.
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4.1.6 Summary & Conclusions
In this section, I have shown that:
• Fluctuations in the level of engagement in a visual decision making
task correlated with ﬂuctuations in cortical state.
I started by showing that this is the case in visual cortex; the area of the
cortex that is processing the stimuli that are task relevant. I then considered
other cortical regions of interest, and to be able to assess state ﬂuctuations
in as many cortical areas as possible, I combined experiments performed
by myself and a postdoctoral researcher in the group, which allowed me to
evaluate state ﬂuctuations in auditory, somatosensory, secondary motor and
retrosplenial cortex. I thus found that:
• The cortical state ﬂuctuations were mostly global,
• Although auditory cortex did not signiﬁcantly desynchronise unless
periods of wheel movement were excluded.
• Surprisingly, the biggest diﬀerence between engaged (choice) and dis-
engaged (neglect) trials occurred in somatosensory cortex.
I then asked whether the diﬀerences in cortical state were driven by move-
ment or reﬂected a more cognitive state of engagement by excluding periods
of wheel movement during the baseline, and found that:
• Movement did not explain the diﬀerences in cortical states,
• Except in auditory cortex, which became desynchronised like the rest
of the cortical ROIs during the quiescent periods of engaged trials.
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I looked at the data from tasks that included a no-go response option, which
required the animals to refrain from moving the wheel in zero contrast tri-
als. By looking at the brain state in these trials, I could ask whether the
desynchronisation in choice trials was related to an increased likelihood of
making any movement, since there was no diﬀerence between correct and
incorrect choice trials.
• Cortical state was more desynchronised during correct no-go and ne-
glect trials and there was no diﬀerence between choice and correct
no-go trials, suggesting that
• A desynchronised state was not a state of increased likelihood of mov-
ing.
I also asked whether whisking, which is another form of movement unrelated
to making a response, was correlated with the diﬀerences in cortical state
and found that:
• Whisking did not explain the diﬀerences in cortical state,
• Suggesting that the eﬀect in somatosensory cortex was not caused by
diﬀerences in whisking.
Next, I asked to what extend the cortical state changes could be explained
by a measure of global arousal: pupil size. I found that:
• Although there was no diﬀerence in pupil size between choice and
neglect trials,
• There was a negative correlation between pupil size and low frequency
power: the more synchronised the brain state the smaller the pupil
size.
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• However, behavioural state (engaged or disengaged) had a signiﬁcant
additional eﬀect on cortical state that could not be explained by pupil
size alone: behavioural state signiﬁcantly improved the prediction of
low frequency power from pupil size.
Finally, I discovered a:
• Long-lasting eﬀect of reward on cortical state,
• which was not global,
• and that may depend on the action leading to the reward.
Altogether, these results suggest that cortical desynchronisation is associated
with a cognitive state of engagement that can be distinguished from purely
arousal related factors such as movement and pupil size. The implications
of the results as well as the observation that the largest eﬀect occurred in
an unexpected cortical region will be discussed in Chapter 5 (Discussion).
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4.2 Brain state fluctuations during auditory 2AFC
and auditory distractor tasks
In the following section, I will repeat the analyses that I presented in the
visual task section (4.1) but apply them to the auditory 2AFC and auditory
distractor tasks. I was the only one in the lab training animals on these task
variations and since I used the laterilized wideﬁeld imaging preparation that
allowed me to include auditory cortex in my imaging window, I could analyse
cortical state changes in visual, auditory, somatosensory and retrosplenial,
but not secondary motor cortex. Apart from the absence of secondary motor
cortex, all the analyses procedures are the same.
Since in the visual task, auditory cortex desynchronisation depended on
whether or not the animal was moving, I will pay special attention to the
following question:
• Does movement suppress auditory cortex desynchronisation in the au-
ditory 2AFC and the auditory distractor task as well?
In addition, since I found the biggest diﬀerence in cortical state between
engaged and disengaged periods in somatosensory cortex, I will also ask:
• Is the biggest eﬀect in the auditory 2AFC and auditory distractor tasks
also in somatosensory cortex?
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Performance in the auditory 2AFC and auditory distractor tasks
I trained 3 animals to perform a head-ﬁxed auditory 2AFC task (see Methods
Section 2.3). The mice indicated whether tone pips were of high (15kHz)
or low (8kHz) tonal frequency by turning a steering wheel (identical to the
visual tasks) which modulated the tonal frequency, and the aim of the task
was to bring the tonal frequency to a central tone target (11kHz).
Figure 4.38: Psychometric curve from the auditory 2AFC task.
n = 8 experiments from 1 example animal. Errorbars represent SEM.
I also used 2 animals that had learned the visual task but failed to learn the
auditory task (see Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2) as “controls” by exposing them
to auditory stimuli that were irrelevant during the visual task (see Methods
Section 2.3). I carefully compared the behaviour of the animals during the
visual and auditory distractor tasks and found they ignored the auditory
stimuli and produced psychometric curves that were entirely dependent on
visual stimuli (Figure 4.39, plus other data that is not shown).
As in the visual task, the datasets from the auditory 2AFC and auditory
distractor tasks contained neglect trials that often occurred in sequence,
indicating periods of neglect during task performance (Figure 4.40).
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Figure 4.39: Psychometric curves from the visual 2AFC and auditory distractor
tasks.
n = 10 and 9 experiments respectively from 2 animals. Errorbars represent SEM.
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(i) Auditory 2AFC
!"
(ii) Auditory Distractor
Figure 4.40: Neglect trial occurrences in the auditory 2AFC (i) and auditory
distractor (ii) tasks.
A. Overall neglect trial occurrences.
B. Neglect period occurrences and lengths.
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4.2.1 Movement differently affects state in auditory cor-
tex depending on whether auditory stimuli are
relevant or not
In the visual task, I had found that unless I excluded periods when the animal
was moving the wheel, visual cortex was more desynchronised than auditory
cortex, which remained synchronised (Section 4.1.2, Figure 4.13). I therefore
asked if I would see the same or a diﬀerent pattern in the auditory task. If the
same pattern occurs, this would suggest that movement suppresses auditory
cortex desynchronisation. If instead auditory cortex desynchronised in the
auditory 2AFC but not auditory distractor task, this would suggest that
whether or not auditory stimuli are relevant determines whether movement
suppresses auditory cortex desynchronisation or not.
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(i) Example Power Dif-
ference Map.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in
selected ROIs.
Figure 4.41: 3-6Hz power differences between choice and neglect trials in the
auditory 2AFC task.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS -2.33 +/-0.33, VIS -0.59 +/-0.26dB,
AUD -0.92 +/-0.22dB, RSP -1.08 +/-0.23dB.
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(i) Example Power Dif-
ference Map.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in
selected ROIs.
Figure 4.42: 3-6Hz power differences between choice and neglect trials in the
auditory distractor task.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS -3.05 +/-0.7dB, VIS -1.06 +/-
0.25dB, AUD -0.24 +/-0.57dB, RSP -0.75 +/-0.27dB.
Interestingly, the results support the the latter option (Figures 4.41 and
4.42). Indeed, auditory cortex was signiﬁcantly more desynchronised in the
auditory task than in the visual task, but not the auditory distractor task (p
< 0.05 and p > 0.05, respectively, t-test). There was no diﬀerence in visual
cortex desynchronisation between the auditory and the visual task, nor were
there any diﬀerences in any ROI desynchronisation between the visual and
auditory distractor task. However, in both auditory 2AFC and auditory
distractor tasks, somatosensory cortex showed the biggest eﬀect (p=5.6e-5,
SS vs AUD, RSP p < 0.01, SS vs VIS p < 0.001 in the auditory 2AFC task;
p=8e-4, SS vs AUD p< 0.001, SS vs RSP p < 0.01, SS vs VIS p < 0.05 in
the auditory distractor task; ANOVA).
Cortical state correlated with reaction time in the auditory 2AFC task but
did not reach signiﬁcance in the auditory distractor task (Figures 4.43 and
4.44).
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(i) Example Power-
Reaction Time Correla-
tion Map.
!"#
(ii) Summary across all experiments in
selected ROIs.
Figure 4.43: Correlation between 3-6Hz power and reaction time in the auditory
2AFC task.
Mean correlations with average confidence intervals: SS 0.14 (-0.07 0.32), VIS 0.03
(-0.16 0.23), AUD 0.01 (-0.19 0.2), RSP 0.08 (-0.12 0.28).
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(i) Example Power-
Reaction Time Correla-
tion Map.
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(ii) Summary across all experiments in
selected ROIs.
Figure 4.44: Correlation between 3-6Hz power and reaction time in the auditory
distractor task.
Mean correlations with average confidence intervals: SS 0.11 (-0.25 0.44), VIS 0.1
(-0.31 0.43), AUD -0.04 (-0.4 0.35), RSP -0.06 (-0.4 0.35).
Finally, also matching the result in the visual task, there were no diﬀerences
in desynchronisation between correct and incorrect choice trials in either
auditory 2AFC (Figure 4.45) or auditory distractor (Figure 4.46) tasks.
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(i) Example Power Dif-
ference Map
(ii) Summary across all experiments in
selected ROIs.
Figure 4.45: 3-6Hz power differences between correct and incorrect choice trials in
the auditory 2AFC task.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS -0.52 +/-0.33dB, VIS -0.39 +/-
0.31dB, AUD -0.08 +/-0.2dB, RSP -0.78 +/-0.31dB.
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(i) Example Power Dif-
ference Map.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in
selected ROIs.
Figure 4.46: 3-6Hz power differences between correct and incorrect choice trials in
the auditory distractor task.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS 2.25 +/-1.14dB, VIS -0.31 +/-
0.61dB, AUD 2.26 +/-1.35dB, RSP -0.59 +/-0.92dB.
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To further investigate whether the diﬀerence in auditory cortex was indeed
due to movement, instead of comparing choice and neglect trials, I com-
pared trials with and without movement during the baseline. If movement
indeed suppressed desynchronisation when auditory stimuli were not present
or irrelevant, then the comparison of movement versus no movement trials
should result in no diﬀerence in auditory cortex in low frequency power in
the visual and auditory distractor tasks, but not in the auditory 2AFC task.
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Figure 4.47: Auditory cortex 3-6Hz power differences between movement and no
movement trials in the visual, auditory 2AFC and auditory distractor tasks.
Mean power differences per task with SEM: Visual task 2.7 +/- 0.53dB, Auditory
task -1.23 +/-0.3dB, Auditory distractor task 1.43 +/-0.64dB.
There were indeed signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the eﬀect of movement on low
frequency power between the diﬀerent tasks (Figure 4.47, p<0.001 one-way
ANOVA): there was in fact signiﬁcantly more low frequency power during
movement in the visual and auditory distractor tasks (p<0.001 & p<0.05
in the visual and auditory distractor tasks respectively, one-sample t-tests;
auditory 2AFC versus visual task p<0.001, auditory 2AFC versus auditory
distractor task p<0.01, visual versus auditory distractor tast p>0.05, one-
way ANOVA), whereas only in the auditory 2AFC task did the auditory
cortex desynchronise when there was movement (p<0.001, one-sample t-
test).
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Altogether, these results suggest that whilst there was again a global desyn-
chronisation during choice trials in both the auditory 2AFC and auditory
distractor tasks, movement had a diﬀerent eﬀect on state in auditory cor-
tex depending on whether auditory stimuli were relevant or not: movement
suppressed auditory cortex desynchronisation only when auditory processing
was not required. In addition, there was no diﬀerence again between correct
and incorrect trials, providing further evidence that the desynchronisation
is more related to task engagement than accuracy.
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4.2.2 Engagement related cortical state changes are in-
dependent of sensory modality
I showed in the visual task that engagement related desynchronisation was
a global eﬀect: all cortical regions of interest, including auditory cortex,
desynchronised when focusing the analysis on the quiescent period, and the
strongest desynchronisation seen in somatosensory rather than visual cortex
(Section 4.1.3, Figure 4.18). In addition I argued that by showing that the
diﬀerence in cortical state between engaged (choice) and disengaged (ne-
glect) trials was independent of movement, both prior (Figure 4.18) and
future (Section 4.1.3, Figures 4.23 & 4.24) and a global arousal, as mea-
sured by pupil size, this suggested that cortical desynchronisation reﬂected
a cognitive state of engagement. If this were true, then the results from
the auditory 2AFC and auditory distractor task should both yield the same
results.
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(i) Example Power Dif-
ference Map.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in
selected ROIs.
Figure 4.48: 3-6Hz power differences between choice and neglect trials during the
quiescent period in the auditory 2AFC task.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS -4.32 +/- 0.88dB, VIS -2.95 +/-
0.7dB, AUD +/- -3.33 +/- 0.75dB, RSP -2.79 +/-0.6dB.
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Movement independent cortical states are global
Indeed, when focusing the analysis on the quiescent period, the results from
both the auditory 2AFC and auditory distractor task paralleled the results
from the visual task (Figures 4.56 & 4.57). All cortical ROIs signiﬁcantly
desynchronised, and in the auditory distractor task, somatosensory cortex
again showed the strongest eﬀect (p=0.008, SS vs VS, AUD, RSP p < 0.05,
one-way ANOVA) but not in the auditory 2AFC task (p=0.43, one-way
ANOVA). Similarly, there were no diﬀerences between correct and incorrect
choices (Figure 4.50), and correlation between reaction time and synchroni-
sation also remained (Figure 4.51).
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(i) Example Power Dif-
ference Map.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in
selected ROIs.
Figure 4.49: 3-6Hz power differences between choice and neglect trials during the
quiescent period in the auditory distractor task.
Mean power difference per ROI with SEM: SS -3.8 +/-0.86dB, VIS -1.24 +/-
0.44dB, AUD -1.42 +/-0.49dB, RSP -1.34 +/-0.56dB.
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(i) Auditory 2AFC
!""
(ii) Auditory distractor
Figure 4.50: 3-6Hz power differences between correct and incorrect choice trials
during the quiescent period.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: Auditory task SS -1.03 +/-0.6dB, VIS
-1.14 +/-0.55dB, AUD -0.6 +/-0.44dB, RSP -0.87 +/-0.45dB; Auditory distractor
task SS 1.55 +/-1.41dB, VIS 0.25 +/-1.29dB, AUD 0.86 +0.64dB, RSP 0.22 +/-
1.49dB.
(i) Auditory 2AFC (ii) Auditory distractor
Figure 4.51: Correlation between 3-6Hz power and reaction time during the qui-
escent period.
Mean correlations per ROI with average confidence intervals: Auditory task SS
0.13 (-0.07 0.32), VIS 0.11 (-0.09 0.3), AUD 0.11 (-0.1 0.31), RSP 0.09 (-0.12 0.28);
Auditory distractor task SS 0.01 (-0.33 0.36), VIS 0.02 (-0.39 0.26), AUD -0.12
(-0.32 0.38), RSP 0.03 (-0.33 0.37).
Behavioural state improves prediction of cortical state from pupil
size
Matching the results in the visual task, there was no diﬀerence in pupil
size between choice and neglect trials (Figure 4.52), although pupil size
negatively correlated with low frequency power in both auditory 2AFC and
auditory distractor tasks (Figure 4.53). In both tasks, behavioural condition
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improved prediction of low frequency power from pupil size (Figures 4.53,
4.54 & 4.55).
(i) Auditory 2AFC (ii) Auditory distractor
Figure 4.52: Average pupil sizes during choice and neglect trials in the audi-
tory 2AFC (i) and auditory distractor (ii) task. Each circle represents a dataset,
the dotted line connects the corresponding choice and neglect averages from each
dataset.
(i) Auditory 2AFC
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(ii) Auditory distractor
Figure 4.53: 3-6Hz Power as a function of pupil size in somatosensory cortex,
where the effect of behavioural condition was largest. Each circle represents a trial
from a typical example dataset, the circles are coloured according to behavioural
condition.
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(i) Example ‘Intercept
Difference’ Map.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in
selected ROIs.
Figure 4.54: Intercept differences between choice and neglect power as a function
of pupil size in the auditory 2AFC task.
Mean intercept differences per ROI with SEM: SS -2.87 +/-0.35dB, VIS -0.91
+/-0.36dB, AUD -1.2 +/-0.31dB, RSP -1.37 +/-0.27dB.
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(i) Example ‘Intercept
Difference’ Map.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in
selected ROIs.
Figure 4.55: Intercept differences between choice and neglect power as a function
of pupil size in the auditory distractor task.
Mean intercept differences per ROI with SEM: SS -3.11 +/-0.71dB, VIS -0.76
+/-0.32dB, AUD -0.69 +/-0.62dB, RSP -0.63 +/-0.31dB.
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4.2.3 Reward may have a sensory modality specific ef-
fect on cortical state
In the visual task, I had discovered a long lasting eﬀect of reward on cortical
state: there was a signiﬁcant increase in desynchronisation after correct
trials, both correct choices and correct no-go’s. In addition, this eﬀect had
not been global: visual cortex always desynchronised after a rewarded trial,
and somatosensory and secondary motor cortex desynchronised after correct
choices, so when there had been movement in combination with reward.
(They did desynchronise after correct no-go’s but only in comparison with
neglect trials, in which case there was a bigger diﬀerence in state to begin
with so it is unclear to what extend this was reward versus engagement
related.) Only auditory cortex never became desynchronised after a reward.
(See Figures 4.32, 4.33 and 4.34). This raised the intriguing possibility that
reward may have an eﬀect that depends on the sensory modality that is
being used in the task. If this were true, then we would expect the following
when comparing correct and incorrect choices:
• In the auditory 2AFC task, auditory but not visual cortex desynchro-
nises after correct choices.
• In the auditory distractor task, visual but not auditory cortex desyn-
chronises.
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(i) Example Power Dif-
ference Map.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in
selected ROIs.
Figure 4.56: Post response 3-6Hz power differences between correct choice and
incorrect choice trials in the auditory 2AFC task.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS -6.43 +/-0.95dB, VIS -4.44 +/-
0.77dB, AUD -3.89 +/-0.92dB, RSP -4.71 +/-0.69dB.
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(i) Example Power Dif-
ference Map.
(ii) Summary across all experiments in
selected ROIs.
Figure 4.57: Post response 3-6Hz power differences between correct choice and
incorrect choice trials in the auditory distractor task.
Mean power differences per ROI with SEM: SS 0.38 +/-1.4dB, VIS 0.36 +/-
1.47dB, AUD 1 +/-0.89dB, RSP 0.85 +/-1.38dB.
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Interestingly, the results did not conform with either prediction. In the
auditory 2AFC task, whilst auditory cortex now did show an eﬀect of re-
ward, so did visual cortex, as well as somatosensory and retrosplenial cortex.
Here, the reward eﬀect was robustly global: all ROIs were signiﬁcantly more
desynchronised after correct than incorrect choices (Figure 4.56). In con-
trast, in the auditory distractor task, reward had no eﬀect at all - although
when looking at the graph in Figure 4.57 (ii), it looks as though the two
mice had opposite eﬀects of reward, at least in visual and somatosensory
cortex. Unfortunately, since the animals did not learn a 2AUC version in
the auditory task (Section 3.2.2, Training mice on 2AUC versions of the
tasks), I could not make any further enquiries into the eﬀect of reward on
cortical state.
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4.2.4 Summary & Conclusions
In this section, I have shown that:
• Movement suppressed desynchronisation in auditory cortex when au-
ditory stimuli were not present or irrelevant.
• When auditory stimuli were relevant, auditory cortex also desynchro-
nised during movement.
Then, by excluding eﬀects of movement and general arousal, I further con-
ﬁrmed that:
• Engagement related cortical state changes were global,
• Engagement related cortical state changes were independent of sensory
modality,
• The biggest eﬀect of behavioural state was in somatosensory cortex,
irrespective of whether vision or audition was required by the task.
Finally, I demonstrated that:
• Reward also had an eﬀect on cortical state in the auditory 2AFC task,
• but in this task it was global,
• and there was no eﬀect of reward in the auditory distractor task.
Thus, further research will be needed to establish what eﬀect reward has on
cortical states.
Altogether, since the majority of results conform with the results from the
visual task, they lend further support to the idea that cortical desynchroni-
sation is associated with a cognitive state of engagement.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
They key aims of my thesis were:
1. To ascertain whether desynchronisation is associated with performance,
2. To assess whether desynchronisation could occur locally, and speciﬁ-
cally:
3. Determine whether a local desynchronisation would occur in the sen-
sory cortex of the sensory modality being used.
I will ﬁrst provide a technical discussion where I give a summary of the main
ﬁndings of my research; discuss how well they ﬁt with the aims outlined
above; and consider how successful individual experiments were and what
could be improved in the future. Then I will proceed to a discussion on how
the results relate to the broader research; and end with ﬁnal conclusions and
suggestions for future work.
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5.1 Technical discussion
Synopsis of main findings
To address the aims of my thesis, I trained mice in several diﬀerent tasks:
visual 2AFC and 2AUC tasks, an auditory 2AFC task, and an auditory
distractor task. I recorded their cortical activity with wideﬁeld imaging,
and I also included wideﬁeld data obtained by Nick Steinmetz from visual
tasks in my analysis. I applied spectral analysis to determine whether cor-
tical states were synchronised or desynchronised. My results revealed the
following ﬁndings:
• Cortical state correlates with engagement rather than performance.
• This eﬀect is mostly global and does not depend on what sensory
modality is required in the task.
• The biggest eﬀect does not occur in the cortex of the sensory modality
that is being used, but rather in somato-motor cortex.
• Neither overt movement nor pupil fully explain the diﬀerence in corti-
cal state during engagement, suggesting it is more of a cognitive state.
• Reward has an eﬀect on cortical state.
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5.1.1 Discussion of results with relation to the aims and
hypothesis of the thesis
Aim 1:
Ascertain whether desynchronisation is associated with good task
performance.
I successfully trained mice on several tasks that required them to use diﬀerent
sensory modalities: vision or hearing. The mice performed well in the tasks,
albeit performance in the auditory task was not as high as in the visual
tasks (discussed further under Section 5.1.2). By looking at the natural
ﬂuctuations in their performance, I was able to ask how cortical states related
to performance, and by making comparisons across the tasks, identify what
features, if any, were speciﬁc to performance rather than sensory processing.
I found that desynchronisation was indeed associated with task perfor-
mance, however not necessarily with good performance: there was desyn-
chronisation prior to choice trials as well as correct no-gos, but there was
no diﬀerence in cortical state between correct and incorrect choices. This
suggests that desynchronisation is more related to task engagement rather
than performance, since there was no eﬀect of cortical state on the accuracy
of the choices.
My initial hypothesis that desynchronisation enables good performance
by improving information processing therefore proved incorrect. Instead,
the causality may go the other way around: good performance drives desyn-
chronisation, as there was signiﬁcantly more desynchronisation after correct
trials. Further experiments that can explore this possibility will be discussed
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in Section 5.3.2.
Aim 2:
Assess whether desynchronisation occurs locally.
To ascertain whether desynchronisation could occur locally within a given
part of the cortex while other parts of the cortex may remain more syn-
chronised, I needed a method that provided suﬃcient spatiotemporal reso-
lution to compare cortical state across a wide area of cortex simultaneously.
I successfully established that by analysing the low frequency content of
the ﬂuorescence traces obtained through wideﬁeld imaging of genetically
encoded calcium indicators, I could distinguish between synchronised and
desynchronised cortical states. I could thus create maps that showed how
cortical states vary during task engagement with unprecedented spatial res-
olution. These revealed that cortical states were mostly global, with the
exception of auditory cortex which remained synchronised when there was
movement and no or irrelevant auditory stimuli. Nevertheless, by exclud-
ing periods of movement and assessing engagement related cortical states,
I showed that desynchronisation did not occur locally within any of the re-
gions of interest I considered: visual, auditory, somatosensory, secondary
motor and retrosplenial cortex.
However, I discovered signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the degree of desynchroni-
sation between diﬀerent cortical areas: I found that during task engagement,
somatosensory cortex became signiﬁcantly more desynchronised than visual,
auditory and retrosplenial cortex. This eﬀect occurred in all the tasks, which
suggests that this was a general feature of task engagement in mice.
If the signal amplitude had a multiplicative eﬀect, then it is possible
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that increased ﬂuorescence in the somatosensory cortex may be an artefact
of this diﬀerence rather than a genuine diﬀerence in power. If the eﬀect was
multiplicative, then 1) the eﬀect should be present in all frequency bands and
2) using dﬀ rather than F should lead to diﬀerently scaled results. However,
I found that the result using dﬀ was almost completely identical to the
one obtained using F (Appendix B), and that the power in somatosensory
cortex was only larger than in the other ROIs in the 3-6Hz frequency band
(Appendix B). Therefore, the diﬀerences between ROIs that I found are
unlikely to be artefactual.
There was no overt need to use the whisker system in any of the tasks,
however the whisker system is such an etiologically important part of a
mouse’s behaviour (Crapse and Sommer, 2008) that it is possible that they
did so anyway. Although I observed no diﬀerence in overall whisker motion
between choice and neglect trials, this did not provide the necessary resolu-
tion to distinguish if mice performed diﬀerent types of whisker movements
depending on whether they were engaged or disengaged. For example, the
mice may have used their whisker system to feel the steering wheel with
which they were providing responses, even though this would have been dif-
ﬁcult, as they were raised suﬃciently high above the steering wheel that
their whiskers did not touch it during resting. Another possibility is that
they were whisking their paws while they were providing a response. Alter-
natively, since the somatosensory system is so closely functionally linked to
the motor system (Lee et al., 2008; Zagha et al., 2013; Sreenivasan et al.,
2016), it is possible that the desynchronization in somatosensory cortex re-
ﬂects a “being ready” to provide a response to the sensory stimuli in order
to obtain a reward. The observation that desynchronisation correlated with
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reaction time, and that there was no diﬀerence in desynchronisation between
somatosensory and secondary motor cortex lends support to this interpre-
tation.
Aim 3:
Determine whether a local desynchronisation occurs in the sensory
cortex of the sensory modality being used.
By training mice on tasks that required two diﬀerent sensory modalities,
vision and hearing, and recording their cortical activity during task per-
formance, I showed that desynchronisation is global and does not depend
on the sensory modality being used. Visual and auditory cortex were both
equally desynchronised in all tasks during task engagement. (The move-
ment dependent eﬀect on auditory cortex will be discussed in Sections 5.1.2
& 5.2.)
However, it is possible that the tasks that I used did not suﬃciently
“separate” the two sensory modalities. For example, in a task in which one
sensory modality needs to be attended while the other is discounted there
might be a bigger diﬀerence in cortical state between the sensory cortices.
In fact, it had been my intention, after having collected data on the auditory
and visual tasks separately, to train the mice to perform “audio-visual” 2AFC
tasks in which I presented both auditory and visual stimuli together, but
in each session the animals had to determine which sensory modality was
relevant while the other served as a distractor. Unfortunately I did not
succeed in running these experiments. The ﬁrst animals that I had intended
to image during visual and auditory behaviour failed to learn the auditory
task, most likely because I had made it too diﬃcult (see also Chapter 3
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Section 3.2.2). In the second round of experiments, even though I had
reverted to using the parameters in the auditory task with which prior mice
had successfully learned the task, my mice took much longer to learn the
tasks and did not achieve as good a performance as in the visual task. Then
when I had ﬁnally begun collecting imaging data during the auditory task,
our laboratory discovered that the transgenic line I (and many others) was
using was prone to epilepsy and pathological neural activity (see also Section
5.1.2), and I therefore had to interrupt my experiments before I could try
a more complicated task that combined both sensory modalities. Thus, my
experiments only partially addressed this aim, but because I had already
collected suﬃcient data from the other tasks, we decided to not pursue this
further.
Nonetheless, the available results reveal that the hypothesis that desyn-
chronisation occurs locally where the sensory information of the task is being
processed also proved incorrect. Alternatively, the hypothesis that (sensory)
information processing during sensory decision-making is localised may in
itself be incorrect: it is possible that in such a complex task, information
processing is distributed across cortex and therefore desynchronisation is
global. Consequently, a more accurate hypothesis might be that there is in-
creased desynchronisation in the sensory cortex of the sensory modality that
is relevant compared to the sensory cortex of the modality that represents
conﬂicting information that needs to be discounted.
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Summary
My experiments and results successfully addressed the aims of my thesis by
showing:
• Desynchronisation is more related to task engagement than task per-
formance,
• Desynchronisation does not occur locally, although there can be local
diﬀerences in the degree of desynchronisation.
• Desynchronisation is not restricted to the sensory cortex of the sensory
modality being used.
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5.1.2 Limitations
Pathological activity in some transgenic lines
It is not possible to observe a system without perturbing it.
As scientists, we tend to not give this truth much consideration, partly
because there is no way around it, and mostly because we do our best to
keep the perturbations to a minimum and hope that we are keeping the
system we are studying in as natural a state as possible.
Genetically encoded calcium indicators are as ubiquitous as they are
valuable in the study of neurophysiology because they allow a minimally
invasive, high signal-to-noise measurement of neural activity (Chen et al.,
2013; Madisen et al., 2015). However, they must alter the cellular physiology
of neurons that express them because not only do they constitute synthetic
molecules that are alien to the cellular environment, but particularly because
they act as calcium buﬀers. Calcium is one of the most important intracel-
lular messenger molecules (Chin and Means, 2000; Shen and Yakel, 2009),
and while there is most likely a homeosthatic range within which neurons
can adapt to the presence of exogenous molecules and buﬀers, it is equally
possible that their presence will alter the function of not just individual cells
but entire circuits in subtle ways that we don’t even know how to assess.
In the fall of 2016, Nick Steinmetz, a postdoctoral researcher in the group,
was performing electrophysiological recordings in the Emx1-Cre;Camk2-tTa;
Ai93 mice after having identiﬁed regions of interest through wideﬁeld imag-
ing, and realised that there were frequent aberrant events of very large am-
plitude, much larger than normal. Subsequent analysis showed that these
events resembled interictal activity: a type of epileptiform activity that oc-
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curs outside of overt seizures and is considered to be pathological (Rodin
et al., 2009). Simultaneous imaging and electrophysiology experiments iden-
tiﬁed an equivalent signature in the wideﬁeld imaging data: brief and high
amplitude deﬂections in the ﬂuorescence.
At this point, the majority of my experimental animals were of the
Emx1-Cre;Camk2-tTa;Ai93 genotype, and after having identiﬁed a signa-
ture I could look for, I proceeded to checking my recordings to see if they
had been aﬀected. Not all of my animals were aﬀected, and in most cases
the pathological activity developed and increased over time. In addition,
in most of the animals that were aﬄicted, only some cortical regions were
aﬀected.
Our laboratory collaborated with several others to assess whether this
was a general occurrence and what transgenic lines were aﬀected. The Emx1-
Cre;Camk2-tTa;Ai93 appeared to be the most severely aﬀected line, however
it was not the only one. We published our observations to alert the scientiﬁc
community (Steinmetz et al., 2017), and thus the work presented in this
thesis also contributed to a rather unexpected publication.
There are several possible reasons for the aberrant activity, including Cre
toxicity (Schmidt-Supprian and Rajewsky, 2007), tTA toxicity (Han et al.,
2012), and genetic background (Frankel et al., 2001). However, the feature
in common between the lines that were aﬀected was high levels of GCaMP
expression and in large populations of neurons (Steinmetz et al., 2017). The
Emx1-Cre;Camk2-tTa;Ai93 for example expresses GCaMP6f in all cortical
excitatory neurons which leads to a very strong ﬂuorescence signal, which in
turn was exactly why I and others were using it for wideﬁeld imaging. This
suggests that it was the high level of GCaMP expression that altered neural
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physiology and lead to the pathological activity.
What does this mean for the results presented in this thesis?
Except in some rare cases where generalised seizures were observed, there
were no obvious behavioural manifestations. In addition, many properties
of neuronal responses seemed normal despite these events.
Not all of my recordings were aﬀected, and in the animals in which in-
terictal activity developed over time, I observed no diﬀerence in behaviour
or the results concerning cortical states between the unaﬀected and aﬀected
datasets. Of course, it is possible that even when there was no overt patho-
logical activity yet, that brain function was already altered. However, given
that I could replicate my results in mice from unaﬀected lines, this makes
it unlikely that the results presented in this thesis are an artefact of patho-
logical brain activity. Furthermore, the result that cortical states correlate
with arousal and engagement does not present an anomaly, but instead ﬁts
well with the already existing literature on this topic. Therefore, whilst I
certainly concede that care should be taken whilst interpreting the results, I
would argue that the results concerning cortical states I have presented are
robust.
Auditory cortex measurements
Given the lateralised location of auditory cortex, this meant that auditory
cortex was at the edge of my imaging window. Even though I imaged the
animals with a steeper angle and obtained a reliable signal from auditory
cortex, this signal was not as strong as in the other cortical areas. Similarly,
overall power in auditory cortex was lower.
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The result that movement suppressed desynchronisation in the auditory
cortex could suggest that the measurement from auditory cortex was par-
ticularly prone to movement artefacts. However, this suppression did not
occur in the auditory task. All the mice that were recorded in the auditory
task were also recorded in the visual task, in the same imaging set-up, and
although possible minor diﬀerences in set-up between the diﬀerent days of
recordings cannot be ruled out, it would be surprising if movement artefacts
only occurred in the visual tasks. This makes it unlikely that diﬀerences
in imaging windows or signal strength explain the diﬀerences in result in
auditory cortex. Nevertheless, future studies should investigate this fur-
ther, which could be achieved by using a procedure optimised for wideﬁeld
imaging of auditory cortex (Issa et al., 2014), or by obtaining stimultaneous
electrophysiological recordings from auditory and other cortical areas.
Signal origin
The signal from a single pixel consists of a composite of several diﬀerent
signals: ﬁrstly, it is a population signal, as a single pixel covers 202µm of
cortex, and therefore contains the signals from many neurons. Secondly,
GCaMP is expressed throughout the neuron, which results in dendrites and
axons also contributing to the signal. This means that there is also a possible
non-local contamination in the signal from long-range projections. However,
these are mostly negligible, as the signal must still be dominated by local
indicators: else it would not be possible to obtain retinotopic and tonotopic
maps. In addition, it has been shown suppressing action potentials locally
abolishes most of the signal (Berger et al., 2007), further suggesting the
signal is predominantly local. Lastly, as GCaMP is expressed across all
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cortical layers in the transgenic mice that were used in my research, the signal
is most likely a composite from diﬀerent layers. Nevertheless, the superﬁcial
layer (layers 1 and 2/3) signals potentially dominate the signal, with deeper
layers possibly inﬂuencing the signal via their upward projections. A recent
study that compared wideﬁeld imaging with the summed signal from an
entire 2-photon frame found that whilst the wideﬁeld signal correlates well
with layer 2/3, the correlation is higher with layer 1 (Allen et al., 2017),
whereas a study using simultaneous wideﬁeld imaging and electrophysiology
found that the wideﬁeld signal associated with activity in the diﬀerent layers
was highly overlapping (Xiao et al., 2017). It thus remains unclear which
layer most contributes to the wideﬁeld signal.
Altogether, I would argue that the wideﬁeld signal represents a mostly
local signal in which some long-range inﬂuences may be present but are
minor enough to be inconsequential. Nevertheless, future work is required
to elucidate how much the diﬀerent layers contribute to the signal. Although
some work has suggested that synchronised and desynchronised states in a
task-environment ﬂuctuate coherently across cortical layers (Engel et al.,
2016), this may not always be true. In such cases, the method employed in
this thesis might not be suitable to distinguish layer-speciﬁc ﬂuctuations in
synchronisation and desynchronisation. Future work with soma-tagged and
layer speciﬁc GCaMP expression will be useful to investigate layer speciﬁc
eﬀects on cortical states.
Performance in the different tasks
The performance of the imaged animals in the diﬀerent tasks was not equal.
The animals readily achieved an average performance of 70% in the visual
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and auditory distractor (where visual stimuli were relevant) tasks, whereas
in the auditory task the performance remained around 60%. This was partly
due to the fact that two of the three animals performing the auditory task
had not been learning the auditory task for long before I had to cut short
my data collection because of the discovery of the pathological activity. (As
we did not know how severe the situation was, we decided to temporarily
halt all experiments using these lines until we had resolved the situation.)
However, even the third animal that had learned the task did not perform
as well in it as in the visual task (data not shown). This was surprising
given that prior animals had learned the auditory task much faster and
much better. Although previous mice that had learned the task had been of
the same genotype, it is possible that these mice were particularly aﬀected
by a possible pathology resulting from the transgenic expression of GCaMP
which made the auditory task diﬃcult for them.
Given that my aim had been to relate cortical state diﬀerences to perfor-
mance, this could have been a caveat, as in order to compare states during
visual and auditory tasks, I would have needed those performances to be
comparable. However, given that I did not ﬁnd a diﬀerence between cor-
rect and incorrect trials in the visual task, and instead found that cortical
states were more related to engagement and potentially preparation of coor-
dinated behavioural responses, the diﬀerences in performance in the diﬀer-
ent tasks did not pose a problem after all. Indeed, the fact that I observed
the same diﬀerences in cortical state during diﬀerent behavioural conditions
despite the diﬀerences in performance further support the idea that desyn-
chronisation is not related to performing a task correctly, but a function of
engagement, and that other mechanisms must be in place that determine
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performance accuracy.
Pupil measurement
Given how closely pupil ﬂuctuations have been found to correlate with cor-
tical states and cognitive processes, it is somewhat surprising that I did not
ﬁnd a diﬀerence in pupil size between diﬀerent behavioural states (choice
and neglect), and only a correlation with low frequency power - despite low
frequency power also being correlated with behaviour.
The temporal resolution in my experiments was high enough to pick
up on smaller, transient pupil dilations, and some exploratory analysis sug-
gested that more dilations occurred during engaged (choice) than disengaged
(neglect) periods (data not shown). However this eﬀect was not consistent
across animals, which is why this analysis was abandoned. It is possible that
in some datasets, microdilations could not be successfully detected because
the spatial resolution was not high enough - the zoom and angle onto the
eye varied between datasets because of small adjustments in camera posi-
tion between users and experiments, which could have aﬀected the quality
of some recordings. The post-recording processing pipeline included manual
steps which attempted to adjust for such diﬀerences (or make the decision to
exclude datasets in which the pupil could not be reliably assessed), however
it is possible that this process was not rigorous enough.
Other exploratory analysis used the pupil size at stimulus onset or the
maximum pupil size during the baseline as the predictors in the ANCOVA
analysis (Section Variations in cortical states are not fully explained by
variations in pupil in Chapter 4), however this yielded the same result, which
is why I chose to continue using the mean pupil size during the baseline as
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the measure of pupil size.
Lastly, it is highly unlikely that saturation was a problem in the pupil
assessments, as the animals were sitting in front of illuminated screens in
all experiments: the pupil was never fully dilated in this condition, and
a dynamic range of pupil sizes, from very constricted to dilated, could be
measured in all datasets.
Stimulus responses
In order to keep the behavioural task design as unpredictable as possible,
the contrast of a stimulus in any given trial was randomised. Given that the
animals’ behaviour; when they were alert or inalert, in other words when
they provided choice or neglect responses, was also unpredictable, this often
resulted in very unbalanced comparisons of choice and neglect conditions per
contrast. If there was in fact a more subtle diﬀerence between choice and
neglect stimulus responses, then it is possible that the datasets obtained in
my experiments were not suﬃciently large to pick them up.
The wisdom of hindsight
One is always wiser at the end of the journey. For future experiments that
wish to build on this work, I recommend the following modiﬁcations for
optimisation purposes:
1) It goes without saying that future experiments that intend to use wide-
ﬁeld imaging of GECIs to assess cortical states should choose trans-
genic lines that are not aﬀected by epileptiform activity to avoid po-
tential confounds in learning, behaviour, and physiology.
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2) To equalise the performances between visual and auditory 2AFC tasks,
I would recommend the following modiﬁcations:
• The visual task could be made more diﬃcult by dropping higher
contrasts and using low contrasts only,
• The auditory task could most likely be made easier by increasing
the diﬀerence in tonal frequency between the two stimuli (to for
example 5kHz and 20kHz).
• I would however avoid increasing the frequency range further than
the suggested 5 and 20 kHz to avoid diﬃculties of the mice hear-
ing the stimuli. Most transgenic lines are congenic to C57BL/6J
background, which exhibits faster age-related hearing decline for
higher frequencies (Ison et al., 2007). As training animals on both
tasks can take up to several months, a frequency range should be
employed that mice will reliably be able to hear throughout the
course of their training.
I suggest these modiﬁcations to the tasks not only to equalise the perfor-
mances, but to provide tasks that can be combined to create the types of
“audio-visual” tasks that I suggested under the discussion of Aim 3. This
type of task, in which both stimuli are presented but only one modality is
relevant, would most likely be challenging for the mice. One should therefore
aim to have single modality tasks in which mice can reliably achieve a good
performance. Otherwise, if they do not reliably respond to a given stimulus
in a single modality task, it will be diﬃcult to know in a cross-modal task
whether the mistake was due to uncertainty of the relevant sensory modality,
or because the animal did not know how to respond to the stimulus.
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5.2 The big picture
For a long time, the prevalent view held that cortical states are a function
of the sleep wake cycle (Steriade and Timofeev, 2003; Steriade, 2003), as the
biggest and most obvious diﬀerences in state occurred during (non-REM)
sleep and waking, with the cortical state during waking correspondingly
being described as the active state. Even though Berger himself already
noted that the EEG showed diﬀerent signatures during diﬀerent behavioural
states during waking (Berger, 1929), the low frequency oscillations during
waking were thought to be negligible compared to slow-wave sleep (SWS)
and therefore received little attention until more recently (Rougeul-Buser
et al., 1975).
Now it is broadly accepted that the waking state does not constitute
a single homogenous state, but that diﬀerent oscillatory patterns, including
those of lower frequencies (<10Hz), are associated with diﬀerent behavioural
states (Zagha and McCormick, 2014). The following sections will discuss
how the results reported here ﬁt with our current understanding of cortical
states during waking.
5.2.1 Engagement related cortical state changes
Several studies have shown that at least in rodents, quiet wakefulness, when
the animals are awake but not engaged in any activity, is associated with
low frequency oscillations in cortex, albeit with lesser amplitude than sleep
or anesthetised states (Zagha and McCormick, 2014). Such oscillations have
been observed in visual (Bennett et al., 2013; Vinck et al., 2015; Scholvinck
et al., 2015), auditory (Zhou et al., 2014; McGinley et al., 2015), somatosen-
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sory (Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Poulet and Petersen, 2008) as well as
motor cortex (Zagha et al., 2013), suggesting they are a global feature of
this behavioural state.
These slow oscillatory patterns disappear when the animal starts moving,
for example when it starts running (Bennett et al., 2013; Vinck et al., 2015;
Scholvinck et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2014; McGinley et al., 2015) or whisking
(Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Poulet and Petersen, 2008; Zagha et al., 2013).
However, movement is not the only indication of arousal as there can be state
changes in the absence of it, which can be non-invasively assessed via changes
in pupil size (Reimer et al., 2014; Vinck et al., 2015). Indeed, it has recently
been shown that pupil ﬂuctuations closely correlate with neuromodulatory
activity (of acetylcholine and noradrenaline) in cortex (Reimer et al., 2016).
By training animals to initiate trials by remaining quiescent, I was able to
examine to what extend the changes in brain state were driven by move-
ment and found that the results did not change by excluding movement.
This agrees with previous research showing that whilst arousal and move-
ment often co-occur and indeed inﬂuence sensory processing (Bennett et al.,
2013; Niell and Stryker, 2010), their eﬀects can be dissociated (Reimer et al.,
2014; Vinck et al., 2015). In addition, by examining cortical state during
correct no-go trials in which animals were required to keep still as a response,
I was able to show that desynchronization was also not a state that signalled
upcoming movement as correct no-go trials showed equal desynchronization
as choice trials. Nevertheless, it is likely that the desynchronisation is as-
sociated with a state that is more primed to perform movements, which
however are actively ‘suppressed’ to avoid making unnecessary movements.
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As such, one would expect diﬀerences in muscle tone prior to correct no-go
and neglect trials: in the latter, the muscle tone would most likely be much
more relaxed than in the former. Similarly, the muscle tone prior to correct
no-go trials would be much more tense and therefore similar, if not identical,
to choice trials.
Interestingly, McGinley et al. (2015) found that movement was a sig-
nature of hyper-arousal, and that optimal performance occurred during a
desynchronized state without movement. I did not ﬁnd such a detrimental
hyper-arousal eﬀect of movement in the data, although this may be due to
diﬀerences in task diﬃculty: McGinley et al. speciﬁcally designed the task
to be as challenging as possible by using a paradigm that made the detection
of relevant auditory stimuli over background noise very diﬃcult. It is possi-
ble that the processing of such stimuli is much more sensitive to diﬀerences
in cortical state. Indeed, a recent theoretical model by Zerlaut et al. (2018)
has suggested that intermediate levels of arousal provide ideal conditions for
decoding ﬁnely structured spatio-temporal stimuli, as were used in McGin-
ley et al.’s study, whereas a high arousal state leads to ampliﬁcation of a
stimulus, which may be better for detection of a single stimulus, rather than
a stimulus embedded in background noise.
Nonetheless, by having trained animals on alternative choice rather than
go/no-go tasks, I was able to make a crucial distinction between perceptual
errors and diﬀerences in task engagement. In a go/no-go task, a miss can
be due to not perceiving the stimulus, or having disengaged with the task
- thus, despite potentially having perceived the stimulus, the individual is
not responding to it. Similarly, a go response may be due to the perceived
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presence of a stimulus, or an accidental movement due to distraction or
disengagement. In a 2AFC task, a miss most likely indicates disengagement
as a perceptual error would lead to an incorrect choice.
If desynchronisation was the cortical state required for accurate per-
formance, then there should be a diﬀerence between correct and incorrect
choices, correct and incorrect no-gos. However, this is not what I found:
in all of the tasks, cortical state was equally desynchronised in correct and
incorrect choices. There was indeed a diﬀerence between correct and incor-
rect no-gos (the latter having been referred to as neglect throughout this
thesis), and I showed that this was due to diﬀerences in engagement. This
result emphasizes the importance of using tasks that are more complex than
the frequently used go/no-go tasks if one wishes to understand the neural
processes underlying sensory perception and motor selection.
Effects of movement on visual and auditory processing
Running has opposite eﬀects in visual and auditory cortex: it enhances ﬁr-
ing in spontaneous and stimulus evoked conditions in layers 2-4 in visual
cortex (Niell and Stryker, 2010; Bennett et al., 2013; Polack et al., 2013;
Erisken et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2014; Reimer et al., 2014; Vinck et al., 2015),
whereas it suppresses spontaneous and evoked activity in layers 2/3 but not
4 of auditory cortex (Zhou et al., 2014; Schneider et al., 2014). It is therefore
possible that these two cortical regions have diﬀerent rules of engagement in
diﬀerent situations, which may explain why visual cortex desynchronised in
all tasks whereas there was no desynchronisation in auditory cortex in the
visual and auditory distractor tasks (during movement). It is interesting to
note however that in Zhou et al. (2014), the mice were passively exposed
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to auditory stimuli rather than engaging with them in a task, and in this
state there was a decrease in low frequency power during both “active but
not running” and “running” states compared to quiescent states (see their
Figure 1d-f). This therefore contradicts the idea that auditory cortex desyn-
chronises during movement only when the stimuli are relevant. In addition,
Schneider (2018) has found that even prolonged training in an auditory dis-
crimination task does not abolish the running induced decrease in auditory
cortex responses. This implies that the eﬀects I have seen in my tasks are not
easily explained as training or learning eﬀects either. Thus, either movement
has very speciﬁc context and task dependent eﬀects on auditory cortex, or
alternatively running engages altogether diﬀerent neural mechanisms than
the steering wheel movements the mice made in my tasks. Indeed, Van-
derwolf (2003) has suggested that diﬀerent types of movement have distinct
eﬀects on cortical and hippocampal oscillations, and Stringer et al. (2018)
found that dividing movement into several sub-dimensions substantially in-
creased the explained variance of neural dynamics. Future work is required
to disambiguate these disparate ﬁndings.
State dependent stimulus responses
Several studies have reported cortical state dependent stimulus responses
in visual cortex, most of which have also reported decreased response vari-
ability and correlations during active and/or alert states (Niell and Stryker,
2010; Bennett et al., 2013; Polack et al., 2013; Erisken et al., 2014; Lee et al.,
2014; Reimer et al., 2014; Vinck et al., 2015; Busse et al., 2017). Given these
wide reports on cortical or behavioural state dependent stimulus responses,
it was surprising that I did not ﬁnd such an eﬀect, although Beaman et al.
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(2017) made the same observation. One possible explanation is that wide-
ﬁeld imaging of calcium indicators does not provide suﬃcient resolution to
pick up on the diﬀerences; the signal from a given pixel constitutes an aver-
aged population signal, which is not necessarily even purely local: GCaMP
is expressed throughout the entire neuron, which includes dendrites and
axons, which contribute an unknown amount of ﬂuorescence to the local
population signal. It has been shown that the wideﬁeld calcium signal cor-
relates better with activity in layer 1 than layers 2/3 (Allen et al., 2017).
Given that most reports on state dependent stimulus responses were made
in layer 2-4, the wideﬁeld signal may not be able to capture these if they are
masked by activity in layer 1. Yet, previous studies using wideﬁeld imaging
of voltage sensitive dyes have found that behavioural and brain state modu-
late response amplitudes as well as propagation patterns (Arieli et al., 1996;
Petersen et al., 2003a,b; Ferezou et al., 2007). Future studies with better
temporal and spatial resolution using 2-photon imaging or multi-electrode
recordings can investigate this further.
5.2.2 Attention and cortical states
Spatial attention
The result that desynchronisation is neither localised nor associated with
more accurate performance during sensory discrimination seems to disagree
with previous work in primate visual cortex, which revealed a reduction in
correlated neural population activity in parts of visual cortex corresponding
to attended locations (Beaman et al., 2017; Cohen and Maunsell, 2009; Engel
et al., 2016; Fries et al., 2001; Mitchell et al., 2009). One possible explanation
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is that the discrepancy is due to species speciﬁc diﬀerences in local circuit
mechanisms, facilitating the occurrence of a local desynchronised state in
macaques over mice. Another possibility is that spatial attention requires
a distinct strategy which invokes bigger diﬀerences in cortical state than
attending one sensory modality versus another. The engagement related ef-
fects observed here may also be more related to arousal, which may activate
more global state mechanisms, than attention, which may still produce more
local eﬀects. However, it is worth bearing in mind that the diﬀerent stud-
ies also employed diﬀerent methods for investigating and deﬁning cortical
synchronisation.
Engel et al. (2016) performed recordings using electrodes that were inserted
perpendicular to V4 cortical layers in order to capture neurons from the
same column with overlapping receptive ﬁelds. This allowed them to char-
acterise how synchronously neurons within the same cortical column were
ﬁring during an attentional task in which a stimulus was placed in their
receptive ﬁeld in either covert or overt attention conditions: in covert atten-
tion conditions, the stimulus in the receptive ﬁeld location was cued, and
if a change occurred, the monkeys had to perform an anti-saccade to the
stimulus on the opposite side. In the overt attention condition, the stimulus
on the opposite side was cued and if a change occurred there, the monkeys
had to perform a saccade into the receptive ﬁeld.
They found that the neurons alternated between vigorous (‘ON’) and
faint (‘OFF’) ﬁring periods, which ﬂuctuated synchronously across the cor-
tical column. These ON and OFF dynamics could be observed during ﬁx-
ation, but also during the spatial attention task. By computing the power
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spectrum from the LFP during ON and OFF periods, they found that ON
periods had signiﬁcantly less low frequency (<10Hz) power than OFF pe-
riods, therefore suggesting a more desynchronised state during ON periods
and a more synchronised state during OFF periods. By further analysing
how these ON and OFF dynamics related to performance in the spatial at-
tention task, they found that the probability of detecting a change in the
stimulus was signiﬁcantly increased when the cortical column was in an ON
period when the change occurred in the receptive ﬁeld, but that there was
no diﬀerence in detection probability between ON and OFF periods when
the change occurred outside the receptive ﬁeld. This lead the authors to
suggest that attention selectively modulates cortical state in the receptive
ﬁeld of the attended stimulus.
There are several other interesting observations to note however. For ex-
ample, there were some diﬀerences between covert and overt attention condi-
tions: when comparing the lengths of ON and OFF periods, they found that
ON periods were signiﬁcantly longer during both covert and overt attention
than control conditions, thus suggesting that both attentional conditions
lead to increased desynchronisation. Furthermore, OFF periods were signif-
icantly longer during covert attention. This is particularly intriguing, since
a stimulus change in the receptive ﬁeld of the neurons would correspond to
the covert attention condition. If a change is more likely to be detected dur-
ing an ON period, then it is surprising that there are longer OFF periods in
the covert rather than overt attention. If attention is supposed to optimise
the detection probability, then there should be no diﬀerence in OFF periods,
or indeed they should be shorter during covert attention. However this was
not the case.
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The reason I mention this distinction is that although the ON and OFF
periods corresponded to the desynchronised and synchronised states, the
fact that the state at or just (150ms) before change onset had an eﬀect
on detection probability suggests that a much ﬁner temporal resolution is
required to detect this eﬀect. Prior to 150ms before change onset, there was
no diﬀerence in detection probability between ON and OFF periods - and
whilst it is possible to characterise ON and OFF periods by looking at the
neuronal ﬁring rates in such short time intervals, it would not be possible
to determine their low frequency content (because of the Nyquist limit).
Thus, I may have simply lacked the temporal resolution in my experiments
to pick up on this local eﬀect. I could of course ask whether there were any
diﬀerences in ﬁring rate between Choice and Neglect trials by comparing
ﬂuorescence values at the time of stimulus onset; interestingly however, a
brief exploratory analysis indicated that this was not the case (results not
shown). This may however also be due to a lack of temporal resolution
because of the slower calcium dynamics of GCaMP.
Beaman et al. (2017) used yet another method to deﬁne synchronised and
desynchronised states and found that local desynchronisation was associated
with increased performance in a visual discrimination task. They performed
recordings using electrodes in macaque V4 as well but classiﬁed cortical
state by computing a population synchrony index (PSI), speciﬁed as the
standard deviation divided by the mean (using 10ms bin sizes). Their mon-
keys performed a delayed match-to-sample task in which they had to indicate
changes in orientation by holding a bar, and releasing the bar when there
was no change. Note that this in essence means that monkeys had to report
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the presence of a change by giving a ‘no-go’ response rather than a more
typical ‘go’ type response. (In comparison, in Engel et al. the monkeys had
to report a change by making an anti-saccade, and report the absence of a
change by refraining from a saccade.) Using the median PSI across trials as
a boundary, they classiﬁed trials with low PSI as desynchronised and with
high PSI as synchronised, and found that percentage correct was signiﬁ-
cantly higher during desynchronised trials. They only looked at non-match
trials in this analysis, which means that the monkeys more accurately de-
tected changes during desynchronised trials, which agrees with Engel et al.
Given their unusual response paradigm however, this also means that during
synchronised states, they provided more incorrect ‘go’ responses than during
desynchronised states. This is in direct contrast to the decreased likelihood
of making choices during the synchronised state in my results (which Engel
et al.’s results are compatible with in so far as the lack of saccade could be
either a lack of detection or failure to provide a response). If the results by
Beaman et al. indeed hold true, this may the ﬁrst evidence that synchroni-
sation indeed degrades sensory perception and leads to mistakes rather than
neglect - unless holding onto the bar required so much eﬀort that when the
monkeys momentarily lost focus, they let go of the bar, rather than ‘will-
ingly’ having made a ‘no change’ ie ‘go’ response. It is unfortunate that the
Engel et al. study did not report ON-OFF dynamics in incorrect saccade
trials (when there was a change in the receptive ﬁeld but the monkeys re-
ported it in a wrong spatial location); if desynchronisation indeed leads to
mistakes rather than neglect, then there should also be more mistakes when
there was an OFF period during the change in their task.
Comparisons with LFP power showed that high PSI trials were associated
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with increased low frequency and decreased high frequency power, and low
PSI trials showed the opposite pattern, suggesting the PSI measure provided
an accurate indication of local cortical state. They further investigated how
PSI related to pupil size and EEG power in three diﬀerent cortical sites and
found no correlations. However, close inspections of their supplementary
ﬁgures suggests there seemed to be a trend in positive correlations between
PSI and low frequency EEG power, which may have been too weak an eﬀect
to be picked up by statistical signiﬁcance. The authors argued that the lack
of correlations suggested a local desynchronisation that was independent of
global cortical state, however given the trend in positive correlations between
PSI and low frequency EEG power across the cortex, another possibility is
that there was a global desynchronisation that was locally enhanced in V4.
In addition, since the authors did not measure PSI in other cortical regions
or provide comparisons of the PSI during correct trials in which the stimulus
was inside versus outside the receptive ﬁeld, it is diﬃcult to assess how local
the desynchronisation was.
Altogether, whilst the results in these two studies seemingly contradict the
results presented here, it is likely that at least some of the diﬀerences can
be explained by diﬀerences in methodology. Although the measures used
in both cases correlated with low frequency power and thus agreed with
the deﬁnition of synchronised and desynchronised used in this thesis, it is
possible that by deﬁning states from population ﬁring rates, they were able
to make more ﬁne-grained distinctions in states than I could with the low
frequency power measure.
Lastly, a spatial attention task has recently been developed in mice
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(Wang and Krauzlis, 2018), which can be used in future studies to inves-
tigate whether the diﬀerences in result were due to diﬀerences in the task
(spatial versus sensory modality attention), species (macaque versus mouse),
or measure of cortical state (population ﬁring versus low frequency power).
Cross-modal attention
As mentioned in Section 5.1.1 of the technical discussion, it is also possible
that I did not observe localised diﬀerences in cortical state because my tasks
did not demand speciﬁcally attending to one sensory modality whilst sup-
pressing another. Even though I ran an auditory distractor task in which
irrelevant auditory stimuli were played together with visual stimuli, the au-
ditory stimuli did not represent conﬂicting information that needed to be
explicitly ignored, and therefore the task most likely did not require suppres-
sion of the auditory stimuli in the way a multisensory task with incongruent
trials would.
Multisensory contingencies like the ones I suggested, where mice are ﬁrst
trained on separate visual and auditory tasks until they achieve high perfor-
mance and then moved onto a multisensory paradigm during which they have
to attend one modality whilst disregarding the other, have successfully been
employed before (Ahrens et al., 2015; Wimmer et al., 2015), although not to
study eﬀects on cortical states. It is widely reported that during multisen-
sory paradigms, neural responses in sensory cortex are increased in attended
compared to unattended conditions: when visual and auditory stimuli are
presented together, responses in auditory cortex are bigger when the audi-
tory stimuli are attended versus when visual stimuli are attended, and vice
versa in visual cortex (Spong et al., 1965; Hackley et al., 1990; Kawashima
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et al., 1995; Petkov et al., 2004; Johnson and Zatorre, 2006). Whether or
not these diﬀerences in sensory responses are associated with diﬀerences in
cortical state remains unexplored. Wimmer et al. (2015) showed that there
was decreased inhibition, mediated by the TRN (thalamic reticular nucleus),
in LGN when vision was attended and increased inhibition in LGN when au-
dition was attended. This is likely to translate into increased and decreased
thalamocortical drive to the visual cortex during attended and inattended
conditions, respectively, and since thalamocortical drive is known to mod-
ulate cortical states, this could provide a possible mechanism for localised
desynchronisation when attention is required, and localised synchronisation
when suppression of stimuli is required. However, future experiments that
monitor cortical states during an audio-visual attention-switching paradigm
are required to test this hypothesis.
5.2.3 Possible role of reward
The term reward in neuroscience is almost synonymous with the term dopamine;
so strong is the association of the latter with the former. The by now fa-
mous experiments by Schultz et al. (1997) showed that neurons in the mid-
brain respond to reward and stimuli predicting rewards, and subsequent
work showed that the majority of these neurons are dopaminergic (Schultz,
2016). Dopamine is a neuromodulator and the midbrain dopaminergic neu-
rons project to various targets across the brain (Bao et al., 2001). Although
there are dopaminergic terminals in the cortex, these are restricted to frontal
areas, and whilst there are dopaminergic projections to auditory cortex (Bao
et al., 2001), there are none to visual cortex (Monti and Jantos, 2008). Thus,
the eﬀect I discovered that reward induced long lasting cortical desynchro-
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nisation is unlikely to have been caused directly by dopamine release.
Nevertheless, several studies have shown that dopamine has an arousal-
inducing eﬀect (Ongini et al., 1985; Ongini and Longo, 1989), and there
are dopaminergic projections to both cholinergic and noradrenergic centres,
which in return project to sensory cortex and could thus modulate brain
state (Day and Fibiger, 1993). Indeed, pharmacological studies have shown
that dopamine can modulate the degree of acetylcholine induced desynchro-
nisation (Vanderwolf, 2003), although these relied on systemic administra-
tion of dopamine agonists and antagonists and thus could not distinguish
what pathway(s) may have caused the eﬀects. Another possibility is that
since there are dopaminergic projections to frontal cortex, the eﬀect I ob-
served may also have been caused by frontal top-down projections that were
stimulated by dopamine (Monti and Jantos, 2008).
What could be a possible role of reward induced desynchronisation? One
might consider that it constitutes a previously unrecognised form of rein-
forcement signal. For example, it has been suggested that reward modu-
lates sensory responses and that this might be important during learning, as
some studies have found changes in stimulus responses after learning (Poort
et al., 2015; Shuler and Bear, 2006). What the mechanism of such modu-
lation is however remains unknown. Since desynchronisation reduces corre-
lated ﬂuctuations in neuronal ﬁring and is thereby thought to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio of the neural code (Cohen and Maunsell, 2009; Mitchell
et al., 2009), it is possible that this serves as a consolidation mechanism that
allows the brain to associate a given stimulus with a particular action that
resulted in a reward. This would also ﬁt with the known role of dopamine in
movement (Vanderwolf, 2003). However, this is entirely speculative, since I
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imaged my animals when they had already learned the tasks. Future work is
required to establish whether this eﬀect is present from the start in response
to rewards, or whether it emerges with learning.
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5.3 Conclusion
I showed that cortical states can successfully be assessed from wideﬁeld
imaging of genetically encoded calcium indicators. This opens up new pos-
sibilities for exploring how cortical states vary at a better spatial resolution
than previously possible.
In addition, I showed that during sensory decision making, the biggest
diﬀerence in cortical state occurred not in the cortical areas processing the
relevant sensory stimuli, but in areas involved in the preparation of re-
sponses. This result emphasizes the importance of monitoring neural ac-
tivity at a large spatial scale in order to understand how the brain performs
a behavioural task, as this might reveal roles of brain areas previously un-
recognised as contributing to a task.
In these ﬁnal sections, I will provide suggestions for what my results
might mean, as well as ideas for future work.
5.3.1 What does it all mean?
It is frequently assumed because attention and the desynchronised state lead
to changes in ﬁring rates, decreased response variability and decreased neu-
ronal correlations, which in turn increase sensory response decodability, that
this feature must be useful or even causally involved in guiding behaviour
during active states. However if we accept the results I have presented in
this thesis at face value, then this suggests that our thinking about attention
and the meaning of cortical states has been misguided.
Firstly, given that I did not observe the biggest eﬀect of brain state in
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the cortex of the modality being attended, and I did not ﬁnd any signiﬁcant
eﬀect of brain or behavioural state on stimulus responses, this raises some
interesting questions about the role of sensory processing during behaviour.
These observations challenge the frequent assumption that optimal sensory
processing is key to performing a task that requires processing of sensory
stimuli. The sensory variability, which is often interpreted as resulting from
noise, which in turn is thought to be detrimental to processing, may not
be as much of an impediment to performing a task as previously thought.
Instead, since the biggest eﬀect occurred in somato-motor cortex, and state
was correlated with reaction time rather than performance accuracy, this
suggests that it might be more or at least equally as important to be ready
to execute a motor plan to provide a response to the stimuli rather than
processing the stimuli as accurately as possible. Thus, a desynchronised
state may correspond to a state of motor preparation. Importantly, this
does not invalidate the previous observations that a more desynchronized
state decreases noise correlations, improves stimulus reliability and signal
to noise ratios, which in turn improves the performance during a task. All
of these observations might still point to an optimal information processing
mode. However, such an optimal information processing mode might be
energetically very costly, and it may therefore not be employed unless abso-
lutely necessary - for example in a very challenging task. Instead, during less
challenging conditions, the brain still solves the problem of sensory informa-
tion processing via a more energetically favourable route that still provides
a good enough means for performing the task at hand without exhausting
resources unnecessarily.
Nonetheless, there are two additional interpretations as well. One is that
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the activated, desynchronised state corresponds to a “conscious state” that
is involved in monitoring and evaluating the behavioural state of the animal
and the outcome of given actions and choices (Parvizi and Damasio, 2001).
In this framework, cortical desynchronisation would still correspond to an
attentive state, however it is dissociated from the “spot-light” type attention
and does not causally contribute to the processing. Importantly, this does
not suggest that the cortex is not needed, but simply that cortical state has
no causal eﬀect on performance.
A related interpretation posits that attention is an eﬀect rather than a
cause (Krauzlis et al., 2014). According to this proposal, attention is an
eﬀect of interpreting incoming sensory data in the context of internal states
and other factors such as prior knowledge or expectation. This integration
is thought to be centred in the basal ganglia involved in value-based decision
making. According to the classical view of attention, there is competition be-
tween incoming sensory information, and attentional mechanisms select the
relevant one for processing. In this alternative framework, there is competi-
tion between which state provides the best match to the incoming sensory
information, internal state and prior knowledge. The dominant state then
determines the decision and behavioural outcome.
The latter possibility strikes me as the most plausible for several rea-
sons. First of all, it provides an explanation for all prior attention related
results as well as the ones presented here, which according to the spot-light
hypothesis are contradictory. If attention is an eﬀect rather than a cause,
then the attention related cortical state changes are simply correlational. In
addition, it eliminates the need to ﬁnd the source of the ‘spot-light’ that tra-
ditional attentional mechanisms imply. Secondly, by associating attention
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with value-based decision making, it provides a link to the reward eﬀect on
cortical state I observed in my data. Lastly, it provides a circuit mechanism
whose elements are evolutionarily conserved and can equally well explain
attentional phenomena in species that do not possess cortices.
5.3.2 Future Directions
To test the hypothesis that desynchronisation corresponds to a state of mo-
tor preparation that is causally required, I suggest manipulating state to
maintain the cortex in a synchronised state. The prediction from the hy-
pothesis is that this would impair task performance. I suggest two diﬀerent
ways for achieving this.
The ﬁrst possibility would be to use local application of cholinergic or no-
radrenergic antagonists. ACh and NA both drive cortical desynchronisation,
and applying antagonists has been shown to reduce cortical desynchronisa-
tion (Vanderwolf, 2003). Thus, by applying doses that are strong enough
to reduce desynchronisation but do not completely abolish cortical func-
tion to somatosensory cortex, one could assess if this manipulation increases
reaction times.
The second possibility would entail optogenetic manipulation of cortical
oscillations. Speciﬁcally, optogenetic pulses could be calibrated to entrain
the somatosensory cortex in a synchronised state.
If maintaining somatosensory cortex in a more synchronised state in-
creases reaction times, then this would suggest that desynchronisation is
indeed causally involved in preparing fast motor responses, and if it doesn’t,
this suggests that the desynchronisation is correlational rather than causal.
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Lastly, I propose experiments to explore the role of reward and dopamine
in attention and cortical desynchronisation. If attention is a consequence of
value-based decision making processes that are centred in the basal ganglia,
then manipulating the reward pathways within the basal ganglia should shed
further light on this.
A ﬁrst step would be to optogenetically silence reward pathways during
the reward period to investigate if the eﬀect on cortical state is maintained.
If it is not, then this would conﬁrm that reward and dopamine are causally
involved in driving the change in cortical state.
The next step would be to manipulate cortical state during the reward
period using optogenetics to investigate the eﬀects on behaviour. Similar
to the experiment suggested in 2, optogenetic pulses could be used to en-
train cortical regions of interest in a synchronised state. If reward induced
desynchronisation serves as an instruction or reinforcement during learning,
then abolishing it should impair learning, but not necessarily performance in
a task that has already been learned. If reward induced desynchronisation
serves as a signal about the motivational state of the animal, then abolishing
it should increase neglect trials in a learned animal.
5.3.3 Closing Thoughts
Neuroscience as a discipline is in its infancy, and it is clear that many chal-
lenges remain. One of them may be how to reconcile psychological concepts
such as attention with biological processes. Our thinking is deﬁned by the
languages we use, and whilst attention may seem like an intuitive concept, its
translation into diﬀerent languages attributes it diﬀerent qualities, and dif-
ferent cultures have altogether diﬀerent psychological theories (Vanderwolf,
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2003; Diamond, 2012). Either the brain is malleable enough for the contex-
tual shaping of neurobiological processes, or understanding how the brain
produces complex behaviours may require an altogether novel approach that
does not rely on traditional psychological concepts.
Time will tell; meanwhile it is an exciting moment to be a neuroscientist.
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Appendix A
Methods
Sound Calibration
Sound calibrations were performed using a GRAS 40BF (1/4” free ﬁeld)
microphone placed at the position of the animal’s head in the training and
imaging rigs, connected to a 26AC 1/4” preampliﬁer with lemo 1B7 pin
and ampliﬁer, which was connected to a NI-DAQ board (National Instru-
ments). Acquisition was performed using Matlab’s Data Acquisition Toolbox
for NI-DAQ devices. Pure tones ranging from 4-32kHz in 100Hz steps were
randomly played using PsychToolBox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997; Kleiner
et al., 2007).
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Figure A.1: Example sound calibration from the imaging rig.
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SVD patial smoothing illustration
Relating to Section 2.5.2.
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Figure A.2: Illustration of spatial smoothing resulting from the SVD dimension-
ality reduction.
The black dot denotes the pixel within each cortical region that was selected as the
ROI. The maps represent the main spatial variability correlating with the selected
pixel, which mostly comes from the pixels immediately surrounding the ROI pixel.
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Appendix B
Main Results
Power difference computation using dff
Relating to Figure 4.13 in Section Cortical state fluctuations are mostly
global.
Figure B.1: Summary 3-6Hz power differences between choice and neglect trials
in the visual task.
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Signal amplitude does not have a multiplicative effect
Relating to Sections 4.1.2, 4.1.3 and 5.1.
If the eﬀect of biggest diﬀerence in 3-6Hz power in somatosensory cortex
was caused by increased signal amplitude in that cortical region, then the
ﬂuorescence would have to have a multiplicative rather than an additive
eﬀect on power. If the eﬀect was additive, then even if there was more
ﬂuorescence in SS than in the other ROIs, this eﬀect would be cancelled out
during the power ratio computation. If the ﬂuorescence has a multiplicative
eﬀect on power, than this eﬀect should manifest across frequency bands and
should not be speciﬁc to the frequency band I looked at.
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Figure B.2: Summary 6-9Hz power differences between choice and neglect trials
in the visual task during the quiescent period.
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Figure B.3: Summary 10-15Hz power differences between choice and neglect trials
in the visual task during the quiescent periods.
In contrast to the 3-6Hz frequency band, there were no signiﬁcant diﬀer-
ences between the ROIs in the 6-9Hz and 10-15Hz frequency bands (one-way
ANOVA, p=0.14 & p=0.37, respectively; Figures B.2 and B.3). This sug-
gests that there was no multiplicative eﬀect of signal amplitude on power.
Therefore, the eﬀect in somatosensory cortex in the 3-6Hz band was unlikely
to be caused by a diﬀerence in signal amplitude.
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